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Red Cross
Fund Drive
Below Goal
The second quarterly meeting of the
Board of Directors of the Calloway County
Red Cross was held on Tuesday, April 8, at
4p. m. in the jury room of the Calloway
County Court House.
Three items of business were discussed.
 The Board voted to give a donation in
memory of the son of lifetime Red Cross
Board member, Fleetwood Crouch. The
"central order of business was the report
and the ensuing discussion regarding the
current county Red Cross fund drive.
Walt Apperson, chairman of the drive
reported that the seventeen captains and
six workers per captain brought in $7659.38
to date with some sixteen packets still not
turned in. And although the administrative
group at Murray State University has
contributed $367, the faculty gifts are still
outstanding.
SInCe_the goal of $10,226 has not been
met, there will be a road block this
Saturday, April 12, with the members of
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority manning the
roadblock. Organizations originally
contacted by letter will be contacted
again; and, as a last resort, there will be a
house to house campaign. Apperson said
that the goal is achievable and the board
„resolved to meet the goal.
Mrs. Jean Blankenship, executive
secretary of the Calloway County Red
Cross-Chapter, gave the report on the
swim programs which will continue on a
limited basis due to the fact that the MSU
pool will be available to Red Cross swim
classes only through April. Private pools
will be utilized where and when possible.
There are still a few vacancies in the
junior and senior life saving classes, Mrs.
Blankenship said.
Board members attending the Tuesday
meeting were Holmes Ellis, chairman;
Lester Nanny, secretary; Sid Easley,
treasurer; Dr. Ruth Cole, nursing ser-
vices; Chad Stewart, water safety; Henry
Holton, Leonard Vaughan and Carole
Hahn, publicity.
Unemployment
Across Nation
Dwindling
WASHINGTON (AP) — Forty-four
states are paying fewer unemployment
compensation checks as some industries
begin recalling workers from layoffs.
The Labor Department said industry
callbacks helped reduce the number of
Americans receiving jobless benefits in
the week ending March M to 6,484,000, a
decline of 42,500 from the previous week.
Initial benefit claims in the week ending
March 29 declined 7,000 from the previous
week to a total of 530,600.
As the figures were announced Monday,
a House Ways and Means subcommittee
began a series of seven fact-finding
sessions before taking up proposals to
provide additional weeks of jobless com-
pensation to those who will exhaust their
benefits under existing law.
dloudy and Mild
Mostly cloudy and mild with a chance of
showers or thundershowers today and
tonight. Highs today in the mid to upper
60s. Lows tonight in the mid to upper 40s.
Cloudy with a chance of rain Thursday.
High in the mid to upper 60s. Outlook for
Friday, mostly cloudy and cooler with a
chance of rain. Probabilities of
measurable precipitation 30 per cent
today, 50 per cent tonight and 30 per cent
Thursday.
In Our 96th Year Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, April 9, 1975-
WIND DAMAGE — A mobile home owned by Robbie Howard, north of the C water community was damaged by
tornado-like winds this morning. A pole barn west of the trailer, owned by Bun H.tiughes, was also damaged, when the
roof was torn off and blown away. Hail accompanied the winds, which resembled a tornado, however no funnel cloud
was seen by any of the area residents. The winds occurred at about 6:40 a. m today, and also uprooted several trees, and
damaged some other outbuildings in the area. Robbie Howard also reported that her mobile home had been nearly un-
der water several weeks ago in the flooding which occurred in the area, and had been considered a total loss.
Stan Photo by David Hill
Local Foster Parents Band
Together In New Association
By NANCI PETERSON
''I think foster parents should have a
special place in heaven. It's hard enough
to raise your own child sometimes — much
less someone else's with problems," said
Ruth Daughaday, service worker for the
Bureau of Social Services under the
Kentucky Department of Human
Resources, prior to the first meth* of the
Calloway County Foster Parent'i—
Association Sunday afternoon.
Officers James Redmond, president;
George Betsworth, vice president; Bro.
Bobby Witherington, secretary, and
Geneva Collins. treasurer, were elected by
the association. May 4 at 2:30 p. m. in the
Federal Savings and Loan community
room was set as the next meeting of the
group.
Instrumental in forming the local
association, the Bureau sponsored its first
meeting in the Social Services Office on
South Sixth Street, which houses the
Bureau.
Service workers far the Bureau carry
out its responsibilities which include ap-
proving and supervising foster homes,
placing and supervising foster children
and offering family services for delinquent
members of a family.
Calloway County has approximately 20
foster homes approved for use, although
only five presently have juveniles placed
in them. Each of these families has one
foster child living under its care.
_ Children may stay overnight in a foster
home, or they may stay years. Until the
child is 18, foster parents receive
assistance from the state. After that time
the child may obtain aid through other
state agencies, depending on future plans,
for instance, funds for higher education.
"Sometimes the foster parents become,
so attached to a child they support it
through college, or help in other ways, just
as though it were their own child," said
Mrs. Daughaday.
"While this is the way things do
frequently work out, we can't forget that
the object of the service is to reunite a
child with its real parents," she added
"Often if a child is simply removed from
its home for a few days or weeks, and we
talk with the parents, things can 5"
TO BENEFIT THE CHILDREN—At a Sunday afternoon formulative meeting, the
Calloway County Foster Parent's Association elected (from left) Bro. Bobby
Witherington, secretary; lames Redmond, president; George Betswodh, vice
president, and Geneva Collins, treasurer for the organization. The group ex-
pressed its hope that by discussing common problems, and getting together, the
foster children of the county will benefit. (Paolo by Nand Peterson)
_ .
smoothed out, and the child returns to lead
a happy life at home," she said.
If a pleasant life at home seems an
impossibility, the child is given a feeling of
permanency and security with its new
foster parents, carefully screened by the
state
'There are no 'cut and dried'
requirements for foster homes or foster
parents. Different children need different
environments," said Mrs. Daughaday,
We can approve single, divorced and
widowed individuals as foster parents, as
well as those fitting the accepted mother-
father pattern."
No specific income level is necessary,
and approval eventually hinges on an
office interview, an official application,
medical forms, a home visit with the
potential parents and the checking of
references given by the couple.
If approved, the home is added to a list of
prospective parents, and when a child
suitable for that home needs one, he is
placed there.
Foster parents are given the opportunity
to specify the type of child they would be
comfortable with, and what age or
problems they wish to cope with. No foster
parent is forced to take any child, even
after full approval by the Bureau.
If the child is successfully placed, the
(See Parents. Page 12)
Council Faces
Light A-genda
Thursday Night
A light agenda is in store for the
members of the Murray Common Council
at its regular meeting at City Hall at 7 p.
m. Thursday night.
Other than routine business, only two
Items are listed on the agenda released
today by Mayor John E. Scott,
The two items are consideration of
approval for a consultive survey of all city
departments to comply with OSHA: and,
consideration of approval to make a
Partial payment in the amount of $8,595.80
for a fence around the new tennis courts.
3 Sections — 30 Pages
Visits To LBL
Hit 11  Million
Mark Last Year
TVA's Land Between The Lakes, a
170,000-acre national outdoor recreation
and environmental education center in
western Kentucky and Tennessee, com-
pleted its 10th year of operation in 1974,
marking up a total of over 11 million
visitors the area has received since its
public facilities were first opened.
Located on a peninsula between TVA's
Kentucky Lake and the U. S. Army Corps
of Engineers' Lake Barkley, Land Bet-
ween The Lakes provides outdoor
recreation and environmental education
opportunities for visitors from all 50 states
and several foreign countries each year.
Land Between The Lakes expanded its
public-use facilities in 1974 with the
opening of Brandon Spring Group Camp,
which overlooks Bards Lake in the Ten-
nessee portion of the area. Brandon Spring
includes a commons building for meals,
modern year-round dormitories, large
playfields, a swimming pool, nearby
hiking trails, and a waterfront area which
offers canoes, sailboats, and fishing boats.
A new Boy Scouts of America High
Adventure Area was opened last May on
the Lake Barkley shoreline. The Land
Between The Lakes Gateway is one of
seven national base camps designed to
introduce Scouts over 14 years of age to a
wide variety of new experiences in the
outdoors. —
Camping facilities in Land Between The
Lakes were expanded by the addition of 36
demonstration campsites at Hillman
Ferry Campground near the northern
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border of the area and the addition of 22
sites at Rushing Creek, near the midpoint
of Land Between The Lakes. These sites
will serve as experimental units to
determine the needs and desires of
campers.
A 10-mile system of interconnecting
trails, the Hillman Heritage Trail System,
was dedicated at Hillman Ferry Cam-
pground on Kentucky Lake. The trails
were planned and built with the assistance
of the Kentucky Lake Chapter of the
National Campers and Hikers Association
The system has been selected as part of
the Kentucky Bicentennial Trail System.
which will eventually consist of 200 miles
of trails winding throughout the state.
A new floating fishing pier was opened at
Devils Elbow on Lake Barkley as a bank
fishing facility for bass, crappie, bluegill.
and catfish. The pier is equipped with
double railings for safety and ramps for
the handicapped.
Over 6,700 applications were received
for the fall quota gun hunts for deer In the
Tennessee portion of Land Between The
Lakes, compared with 4,100 in 1973. About
9,200 applications were received for the
Kentucky hunt. A total of 2,409 deer were
taken. Other hunting activity included
quail, rabbit, squirrel, dove, raccoon, wild
turkey, and waterfowl.
Dr. Frank Holland was named the new
manager for Land Between The Lakes,
replacing Robert M. Howes, who retired
from TVA after 40 years of service
School Board** ----
T_e_Meet Thursday
The Murray Board of Education will
meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m., according to
Superintendent Fred Schultz.
Included on the agenda will be a review
of the Murray Vocational School program
and plane; bids on two light towers and
fixtures for Holland Stadium; spring
meeting of the First District School Boards
Association, school visitation, and school
planning committee progress.
THREE INJURED — Three persons were injured when this car went out of con-
trol on Highway 641 South this morning. Driven by James Phillips, passengers
Greg Byars and Clay Latimer were also injured, according to accident reports. All
were treated and released for lacerations and minor injuries at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. Stall Photo by David Hill
Simulated Disaster Drill Conducted At Hospital
Murray Calloway County Hospital and
Convalescent Division conducted a
disaster drill on April 7. Cooperating with
the hospital in the disaster drill were The
Angels of Mercy Ambulance afiervice,
Murray Police Department and the
Murray State Security Police. Rev. John
Dale, Mrs. Willard Ails, and eight
Calloway County High School students,
Laura Shelton, Ricky Cherry, Patricia
McKenzie, Marilyn McKenzie, Johnna
Brandon, Gena Cleaver, Penny Lockhart,
and Lisa Cleaver, volunteered to be the
victims in the drill.
A simulated disaster was reported to the
hospital at approximately 1:30 p.m. It was
reported that a small airplane had crashed
at Calloway County High School.
The switchboard operator notified
Stuart Poston, hospital administratorirwho
confirmed that a disaster had occurred.
All physicians and department heads were
ti*n notified. Each department in the
bouikal imanediately_put its clinger plan
into effect and prepared to receive the
Vii' tims
Mercy Ambulance Service informed the
hospital of the number of casualties and
the types of injuries to expect. The pilot,
John Dale, suffered severe burns; Mrs.
Alls, copilot, was pronounced dead at the
scene; eight Calloway County students had
various injuries.
Only a short time lapsed between the
report of the simulated disaster and the
arrival of the ambulances with the cas-
ualties at the emergency room entrance.
Immediately upon arrival, the victims
were tagged for identification. Dr. Hart
and Dr. Jackson conducted preliminary
examinations and sent them to the ap-
propriate areas for treatment. Patients
were transported to O.B. labor and
delivery, surgery, 0 R holding area, burn
area, first aid area, and shock was treated
in the emergency room.
Condition green was announced at 2:25
p.m. signifying that the disaster period
was over. The Joint Commissjort corsAc-
crecritation of Hospital requirfS that such
drills be conducted yearly. Drills of this
nature are necessary to ensure that each
person in tba tawitai-and alBed.health
professions is aware of his responsibilities
in the event that a disaster actually oc-
curs
Immediately following the drill, all the
department heads met with Stuart Poston
to discuss the drill. According to Poston,
several weaknesses were found in the
hospitals mass casualty plan. By pointing
out problems in the present plan, each
needs 
The 
I department head will be able to
revise the plan to meet his departments
blg overall problem, Poston said
was in the triage area. The emergency
area is so small that it is difficult to carry
out triage procedures in an orderly
manner In Poston's opinion, the drill went
better than those in the past. The em-
ployees were more adept at implementing
the plan. The drill and knowledge gained
from it should aid the hospital tremen-
dously in the event of an actual disaster
Hospital wide the employees were com-
mended by Poston for a job well done
SIMULATED DISASTER-_A simulated disaster was condut ted here Monday afternoon by the-Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
Mercy Ambulance Service and local law enforcement personnel. The simulated disaster was the crash of a/small plane. Victims of
. the crash are bong examined in the photo at left and hospital workers unload a victim at the emergency ,reom of ,the
hoipital in the photo at right.
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Martha Beale Presents Program
For" Gamma Gamma Chapter
Members of the Gamma
Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi met for their regular
meeting on Thursday, March
27, at 7:30 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Dortha Stubblefield.
The program on "The Art of
Thinking" was presented with
Miss Martha Beale in charge.
Members participated by
taking a psychological test to
determine their intuition
quotient and its psychological
analysts.
The business meeting con-
ducted with the president, Mrs.
Libby Conley, presiding.
Routine business was discussed
Denise Ross Is
Honored With
Bridal Shower
Miss Denise Ross, May 19th
bride-elect of Randy Pace, was
the honoree at a household
showeF held on 'Tueselay, April
1, at seven p.m. at the Com-
munity Room of the First
Federal Savings and Loan
building.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Mae Pace, Mrs.
Brenda Davis, and Miss Mary
Linda Pace.
The honoree chose to wear for
the occasion a floor length blue
dress designed with a high
Victorian collar.
Games were played and the
honoree opened her many
lovely gifts placed on the table
decorated with silver wedding
bells.
Refreshments were served to
the twenty-two persons present.
Sending gifts but unable to
attend were twenty persons.
and the secretary's and
treasurer's reports were heard.
The social committee chairman
reported on the final plans for
the annual Founder's Day
banquet which will be held this
year in Paducah on Saturday,
April 19.
Mrs. Sylvia Thomas reported
on the recent trip to Union City,
Tenn., on Saturday, March 22,
in which five of the members
served as judges in the Easter
parade. The parade was
sponsored by the Beta Sigma
Phi chapter in that city. Those
members attending were: Mrs.
Thomas, Mrs. Linda Rogers,
Miss Martha Beale, Miss
Beverly Brittain, and Mrs.
Linda Fain.
An election of officers was
held. Those elected to serve for
the next year are: Miss Beverly
Brittain-president; Miss
Martha Beale - first vice
president; Mrs. Linda Fain -
second vice president; Mrs.
Kathy Lichtenegger - recording
secretary; Mrs. Dortha Stub-
blefield - corresponding
secretary; Mrs. Site Brandon -
treasurer; and Mrs. Edna
Vaughn - extension officer.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess, Mrs. Dortha
Stubblefield.
Members present were: Miss
Martha Beale, Mrs. Sue
Brandon, Miss Beverly Brit-
tain, Mrs. Libby Conley, Mrs.
Linda Fain, Mrs. Janella Fox,
Mrs. Frances Garrison, .Mrs.
Marsha Horton, Mrs. Kathy
Lichtenegger, Mrs. Trisha
Nesbitt Mrs. Joretta Randolph,
Mrs. Linda Rogers, Mrs.
Dortha Stubblefield, Mrs.
Sylvia Thomas, and Mrs. Edna
Vaughn.
Recital Is Held
By Students Of
Mrs. Dunn
Piano students of Mrs. Cecilia
Dunn were presented in a
recital on Saturday, April 5, at
1:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Dunn at Stella.
Each student played com-
positions each one had selected.
Participating were:
Darrin Loftis, "Mary Had a
Little Lamb" and "Indian Tom
Tom;" Vonnie Hays, "The
Harpsicord Player" and "The
Country Fiddler ;'.?..,Clariatine
Spann, "Evening Bells ; "
Tammie Blakely, "Journey By
Train."
Awards presented were: Most
practice time, 29 hours 20
minutes, to Tarrunie Blakely;
elected by the students present
as the best overall performer,
Vonnie Hays.
Pizza and Cokes were served
by Mrs. Dunn.
Quick Drying
In a hurry for a clean pair
of pantyhose or knee-ht's? It
takes no time to wash them
in lukewarm suds and
rinses. Speed the drying by
using a hand-held blower-
dryer, or place hose under a
hard-bonnet hair dryer.
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Wednesday, April 9
Evening circles of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7:30 p. m.
as follows: Ruth Wilson with
Mrs. James M. Lassiter,
Wesleyan with Mrs. James A.
Fisher, and Hannah with Mrs..
William E. Page,
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p. m. at Gleason Hall.
Thursday, April 10
Mason Circle of Mason's
Chapel United Methodist
Church will meet with Mrs.
George Lowe.
Cumberland Presbyterian
Women of North Pleasant
Grove Church will meet with
Mrs. Delia Graham at seven p.
m.
Town and Country
Homemakers Club will meet
with Penny Warren at 7:30 p. m.
- Murray Newcomers Club will
meet at First Christian Church
at 7:30 p. M.
rab-rift0
PAY
MORE
SHOP
EVEROAY
LOS, LO*
PRICES!!!
NEW COLORS!
CREPE STITCH
DOUBLE
KNITS
Fabric for any occa-
sion! Machine_ wash
and dry. 60" wide.
In 100% polyester.
Feature Attraction
New Double Knits
60" Wide, 100 percent polyester
Machine Washable & Dry
Reg.
32" IL 53"
88
YD.
WHITE &
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139
Prices Good Wed. April 9 thru
Sat. April 12
Hours: 9-6 Mon.-Sat.
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center
Shakespeare's "Lovers" will
be presented at the University
Theatre, MSU, at eight p. m.
Concert by MSU Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Prof.
Neale Mason, will be at Lovett
Auditorium at 8:15 p. m.
Camp 592 WOW will meet at
the Woodmen Hall at seven p.
m.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
at Perkins Pancake House at
5:30 p. m.
Blood River Associational
Baptist Young Women will meet
at the Baptist Student Center at
seven p. m.
Elm Grove Baptist Churek
Women will have a potlucik
supper at 6:30 p. m. at the
church with Rev. George Grayi
as speaker.
Kidney Donor Program for
nurses will be at Murray-
Calloway County Hospital at
1:30 p. m.
Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Betty Dumas at 9:30 a. m.
Senior Art Exhibits of Charles
Lowery, Owensboro, Jeff
Martin, Florence, and Karen
Wilson, Louisville. will open at
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Center, MSU. and continue
through April 23.
Ellis Center will open at ten a
m. for Senior Citizens. Square
dancing will be at one p. m.
Friday, April 11
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
Charles Humphreys at 1:30 p.
m. 4.
LeLeche League of Murray
will show two films at 7:30 p.m.
at the First United Methodist
Church.
First Baptist Church WMU
Dish Dinner for members and
husbands will be at the Swann
Building at 6:30 p. m.
Saturday, April 12
Bean and Ham Supper will be
served starting at 5:30 p. m. at
the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church,
sponsored by Blankenship
Circle. Prices are $1.75 adults
and $1.25 for children under
twelve.
Sunday, April 13
Local Chapter of NAACP will
meet at the Masonic Hall,
Walnut Street, at four p. m.
Penny Homemakers
Club Has Meeting
At Walker Home
The Penny Homemakers Club
held its March meeting in the
home of Mrs. Johnny Walker
with Mrs. Rubie Harrell giving
the devotion and calling the roll
with eight members and one
visitor answering the roll with
favorite Bible verses.
"Fall Clothing for 1975-76"
was discussed. Lessons for the
coming year were also planned.
The main lesson on -The
Middle Years of Life" was
presented by Mrs. Helen Cole
and Mrs. Richard Armstrong.
Mrs. Sue Frayer of Carlisle
County had presented the lesson
at the Extension Office.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Walker to Mesdames P. T.
Hendon, Rubie Harrell, Modena
Butterworth, Helen Cole,
Richard Armstrong, Ernest
Madrey, and J. C. Kemp,
members, and Miss Katen
Alexander, visitor.
The next meeting will be held
in the home of Mrs. But-
terworth, 702 Meadow Lane, on
Monday, April 21, at one p.m.
Hospital Report
Mirch 31, 1975
Adults 123
Nursery 8
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Ward ( mother
HetUe), Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Martha R. Woodrow, 331
Samuels, Clinton, J. T. Bowfin,
Box III, Sedalia, Mrs. Cindy F.
Maness, Rt. 3, Box 202, Murray,
Mrs. Linda L. Spencer and
Baby Boy, 608 S. 17th. Apt. No,
23, Mayfield, Mrs. .Pamelia J.
Warmath and Baby Boy, Rt. 2,
Benton, Mrs. Carolyn K. Orr
and Baby Boy, Rt. 7, Murray,
Mrs. Donna J. Tucker, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Miss Brenda L. Skin-
ner, Box 525, Murray, Mrs.
Linda L. Duncan and Baby Girl,
Gen. Del., Almo, Mrs. Joan
Walker, 910 N. 18th., Murray,
Mrs. Helen L. Wright, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tenn., Miss Michelle L.
Kimbro, Rt. 5, Box 224, Murray,
George R. Lassiter, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Galon B. Bailey, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Beulah W. Miller,
505 Poplar, Murray, Mrs.
Minnie L. Carroll, 109 S. 10th.,
Murray, Wavel T. Outland, 733
Nash Dr., Murray, Granville
Pierson, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Ola L. Nix, 1106 S. 16th.,
Murray, Taylor R. Berkley
(expired), Rt. 1, Buchanan,
Tenn., Charlie T. Rowland
(expired), 208 Elm, Murray,
Mrs Juanita Herndon lora-
pired ), 810 Broad St., Murray.
X PERSONALS 
RETURN FROM CRUISE
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Moffett with
several other Shriners from
Rizpah Temple recently
returned from a Caribbean
Cruise. Prior to the cruise Mr.
and Mrs. Moffett were in
Louisville as houseguests of the
Potentate of Kosair Shrine
Temple, Jack Wilson, and his
wife, Virginia.
a. 
FERN GAZETTE TER ACE
Published at
1505 Stadium View Drive. Murra), Ky.
EDITOR: Mary Donovan
Residents celebrating April Birthdays: Lon Gansner,
April 13; Robert Carlile, April 20: Lula Roberts, April 23.
We welcome five newcomers to our home: Jules Kaplan,
Nancy Hicks, Muria Brandon, Katie Miller and Minnie
Tucker.
The activities for the month of March at Fern Terrace
ranged form beautiful church services to a visit from the
Easter Bunny. We do appreciate the time and effort of so
many people in the community who cane here to do
special programs. Thanks to the Churches, Country Folks
Band, Yewelr Bray Square Dancers, 'Senior Citkzens
Rythum Band and many others.
FERN TERRACE THOUGHT FOR THE DAY:
HALFHEARTED SERVICES NEVER SATISFIES. We at
FTL give 100 per cent service. Call us for more in-
formation.'"
Murray Chapter Of Secretaries
Plans Events For Special Week
April 1, 197
Adults 119
Nursery 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Coursey mother
Lisa), Rt. 1, Symsonia.
DISMISSALS
Master Ray L. Elkins, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Miss Wendy R.
Smotherman, Rt. 5, Box 2300,
Murray, Eli M. Alexander, 1616
Keenland, Murray, Mrs.
Maxine M. King, Rt. 5, Paris,
Tenn., Wildie Hillman, Rt 5,
Murray, Mrs. Martha D. Nance
and Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Box 32,
Puryear, Tenn., Herbert J.
Brandon, Rt. 5, Benton, Her-
dred Paschall, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Iva L. Nesbitt, Rt. 3,
Hazel, Master Eric Anthony
Thomas, 508 Richardson, Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Ellen T. Nor-
theott and Baby Boy, Rt. 8, Box
70A, Benton, Miss Deborah F.
Todd, 805 S. 9th., Murray, Mrs.
Myrtle L. Bryan, 809 Vine,
Murray, Mrs. Opal Phillips, Rt.
3, Box 183', Murray, Mrs. Nina J.
English, Rt. 8, Box 413, Benton,"
Mrs. Marjorie L. Gordon, Rt. 1,
Box 167, Almo, Belly G. Reed,
504 Pine, Murray, Andrew A.
Rex, Hamlin, Jesse W. Jines,
New Concord, Sam Christen-
berry, Rt. 1, Murray.
The Murray Chapter,
National Secretaries
Association (Int.) met at
Murray Federal Savings &
Loan Community for the
regular March monthly
meeting.
A program was not planned
due to the many items of
business on the agenda to be
brought before the members in
preparation for the annual
Secretaries Week activities.
- President Linda Farley
presided at the meeting.
Frances Shea, secretary, read
the minutes of the January and
February meetings. Treasurer
Doris Rowland gave her report.
Various committee chairmen
gave reports on the progress of
their committees. Anna Ruth
Harris, chairman, FSA com-
mittee, reported on the
presentation. of scholarships
from the Mary Alice Trotter
iolarship Fund. .Joann
Simmons reported to the group
that the Bulletin Committee
recommended that the
publication of the monthly
bulletin be replaced by a
newsletter. By proper vote of
the membership, the recom-
mendation was approved.
In the absence of Joyce
Haley, chairman of Secretaries
Week committee, Virginia
Stroecker reported to the group
on activities planned for that
week. It was announced that the
social events of the week would
be a Kickoff breakfast at
Perkins on Monday, April 21,
with Fred Overton the speaker;
the Executive Banquet on
Thursday, April 24, Holiday Inn,
at 6:30 pin.; and a luncheon
and style show at Holiday Inn,
12 noon on Friday, April 25.
The Boss of the Year and
Secretary of the Year will be
announced at the executive
banquet.
Thirty members attended the
meeting.
J4r
BIRTHS
PRICE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A.
Price of Murray Route One are
the parents of a baby boy,
Matthew Edwin, weighing
seven pounds 15kt ounces, born
on Friday, March 21, at 8:17 p.
m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is employed at the
Murray Division of the Tappan
Company.
Grandparents are Guy Price ..
of Kirksey Route One and Mr.
and Mrs. Darrell Brandon of
Murray Route One. Great
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Noble Brandon of Hazel Route
Three.
ADAMS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Adams,
Coldwater, are the parents of a
baby girl born on Thursday,
April 3, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. L. L. Adams and Mr. and
Mrs. Marshall Eddings.
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Will Pay YOU
to Try Good Ole Fashioned
CHILI WITH BEANS OR BEEF STEW!
U.S.
Gov 'r.
Inspected
Just Heat, Eat 'n Enjoy!
HERE'S WHY HESMER'S CHILI AND BEEF STEW TASTE. BETTER!
They're ROTOMATED! Cooked in th Computerized
ROTOMAT Machine in u to 80%
less time at high temper ures
to preserve flavor, texture,
color and vitamins
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ROTOMATED
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THIS COUPON WORTH
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CLIP
THIS
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& SAVE 41'
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YOU
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Your Individual Horoscope 
Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY, APRIL 10,19:5
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) dirkA
Your innate aggressiveness
will prove an advantage in
conducting day's activities.
Don't go overboard and alienate
friends or associates, however.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
A complex situation in-
dicated. Play for time until
certain factors are cleared up.
This is one time when just
"standing by" will prove
beneficial.
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 21)
If you know you're on the
right track, stay there; don't go
off on tangents without good
reason. Curb a prevalent ten-
dency toward restlessness.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23) 490
Opportunities in a new field
will interest you considerably.
Study well— if only to grasp as
an avocation.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 231 si2
A friend may propose a
mutual investment. Better say
no! This will not be a good
period for venturing.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Care needed in matters of
communication. Misin-
terpretation of a letter or
message could lead to errors or
misunderstandings.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Shun breakneck speed, but
neither delay nor be tardy in
action. Both extremes, and
others, must be curbed. Group
interests, partnerships favored.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Put past doubts, disap-
pointments behind you; they
only put limits on future suc-
cess. Stress your versatility;
you could now add the "twist"
that boosts projects to success.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
This may not be a spectacular
day, but it offers some gains
and much pleasure. Start with
the will to make it better than
ever and you will be happy.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) la
Analyses, conjectures,
decisions must be given plenty
of time in order to prevent
errors. Be alert.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
It may not be easy to ap-
preciate all suggestions and
directives but, with all your
strength and self-confidence,
back those you know to be
timely and well thought-out.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
A good spot for your intuitive
forces, your ingenuity, _alert-
ness and inventiveness. DO' de
them for sound purposes.
YOU BORN TODAY have
been endowed with a fine mind,
a great love of beauty and a
lively imagination; could
succeed in almost any of the
arts, but could reach the
greatest heights in painting,
music or the theater. Literature
is also a fine outlet for your
creative impulses and, in this
connection, you could especially
succeed in promotion or
propaganda 4— the latter
because you are usually in-
volved in one "cause" or
another. Working for causes,
however, your zeal is some
times misdirected and you
could make enemies. Watch out
for this. Birthdate of: William
Hazlitt, Brit. critic; William
Booth, founder of the Salvation
Army; Clare Boothe Luce,
author, playwright, states-
woman.
Save 
$2.31 on 
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Shapely
Nev4 
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Patent Sling
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SHOES
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray
 •
Get to know us; you'll like us.
Dressy New
Shoulder Bags
SAVE $577
S2.20
Reg 57 97 White.
Red. Navy or Black
SAVE $1.31
Boys' and Girls' New
"Stop 'n Go" Canvas
Oxford. Red-White-Blue
Combination. Reg. $4 97
Sizes 5-12.
Prices Good
thru Saturday
Open Nights lii 9
* use Your MASTER CHARGE Card
Mon -Fri 10-8
Sat 641
Sun 1-6
Smokers' Last GASP:
A Nonsmokers' Travel
Club
By Abigail Van Buren
C 11175 by Chicago Tributv•-14 V Moms SMMII., MC.
DEAR ABM": My husband and I have only one child, a
son, now married and living in California. (We live in New
York.)
My elderly mother is very ill, and her days are numbered.
She has always relied heavily on me, and being a very
dutiful daughter, I gave her lots of time and attention.
Because of this, my son has never been too fond of his
grandmother. However, my son, husband and I are very
close.
While talking to my son (long distance), I said, "Keep
your•woolen suit ptessed because you will need it when you
come east 'for your grandmother's funeral." His reply: "I
hadn:t planned on coming."
When I told my husband this, he said, "If he doesn't
want to come, don't hassle him."
Abby, don't you think that out of respect for my feelings,
my son should come for his grandmother's funeral? I- offered
to pay la plane-Tare both- ways:1f Thad 'broths and
sisters, the situation would be different, but my husband
and my son and his family are all I have.
I don't mean to be a demanding mother, but in a time of
sorrow I feel it would be comforting to have those dear to
me near. Would I be unreasonable to insist that he come?
MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: If your son, knowing how much you
want him near you in your sorrow, ellipses not to come,
shame on him. But if you, knowing that he doesn't really
want to come, insist that he does—then shame on you!
DEAR ABBY; Some time. ago, I wrote asking if you
knew of a travel club for nonsmokers. You replied that you
did not, but suggested I contact the American Cancer
Society. They did not know of any either.
Now there is one! The Nonsmokers Travel Club, which I
was instrumental in forming. We are an off-shoot of GASP
(Group Against Smokers' Pollution), and now have 71
members. We are in the Washington D.C. area, but have
members from allover die U.S.A.
We have two domestic bus trips, and three foreign trips
planned for 1975. Our buses will have nonsmoking drivers
and nonsmoking tour guides. Our foreign trips will travel in
the nonsmoking section of scheduled airliners. Once at our
destination, we will travel in our own bus with a
nonsmoking driver and guide.
If you think this will be of interest to your readers, please
mention it in your widely read column.
MILDRED A. POST, CHAIRPERSON
DEAR MILDRED: It's mentioned. Those interested in
traveling without the annoyance of tobacco smoke may
write to me land please Include a stamped, addressed
envelope) for the address of the smoke-free travel club.
DEAR ABBY: Some additional information on how one
can improve his credit rating: Under federal law, anyone is
permitted to inspect his (or her) credit file and offer
corrections and inaccuracies. Erroneous information can
result in a poor credit rating.
If one is refused a loan or a charge account, he has the
right to --know the name and address of the consumer
reporting agency or credit company that supplied the
adverse information.
This law applies to investigation reports causing denial of
a job and is contained in Title 15, U.S. Code, section 1681.
DENNIS B. KAVANAUGH, ATTORNEY AT LAW
Everyone has • problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Hate to write letters? Send El to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped ( 200- inTelope.
A Osmium Tip
from Extension Illpaciallstu at
the WC Cenege of AirSouiture
One of the best ways to
stretch your food dollar this
summer is to raise a garden,
even if you only have space
for a few tomato plants in a
tub on the patio. For sugges
tions on making the best use
of what space you have for
garden vegetables, stop by the
local county Extension
office. Information on plan,
fling and caring for your
home garden is free there for
the asking
Announcing...
The Opening Of
Mrs. Walker Is
Speaker, Home
Luncheon Meet
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held its
annual potluck luncheon at the
club house on Thursday, March
20, at one p.m.
Mrs. Richard Walker was the
special guest speaker. She
showed slides and spoke of her
life with her family in Brazil.
The devotion was given by,
Mrs. Walter Wilson. Mrs. Nola
Lewis, chairman, presided.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Alfred Taylor, Mrs.
Bryan Tolley, Dr. Helene
Visher, and Mrs. H. T. Waldrop.
We icordially invite you to come in and see our complete line of
needlework and accessories. We have needlepoint, crewel,
eross-stitch' .rugs, and a complete selection of yarns-for knitting11
2,1 2iiiri,...: r. .1:T,t 'fiiiik.... 014..yLie. ellii..... :en NO.- 4W—a — '
Swett! Open 9:30-5:00 daily except Sunday.
To Marry In June
Miss Susan Kay Adams
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Adams announce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter, Susan Kay, to John
Thomas Gingles, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rob Gingles.
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mrs. Hafford Adams of
Murray and the late Mr. Adams, and Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Stubblefield of New Concord. Mr. Gingles is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Gingles of Murray and Mrs. Guy Nance of Cottage
Grove, Tenn., and the late Mr. Nance.
The bride-elect is a 1974 graduate of Murray High School and is
a freshman at Murray State University.
Mr. Gingles, a 1973 graduate of Murray State University, is now
a graduate student at MSU, where he is a member of Sigma Chi
fraternity. He is also a real estate salesman with Moffitt Realty__
Company. •
The vows will be solemnized in a garden wedding at the home of
the bride-elect's maternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Stub-
blefield, New Concord, on Saturday, June 7. A reception will
follow the ceremony.
Only out of town invitations will be sent and all relatives and
friends are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
Candy Bars
Milkway. Snicker, Mars Almond, 3 Musketeers
auk Snak M & M Plain & Peanut
Ladies Night
Gowns
S188
ladies Sleeyless
-Shells
100°. Polyester
Amarylis Ann Cline And
Shaun Duncan Married
At Presbyterian Church
The wedding of Miss
Amarylis Ann Cline, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John Cline of
Springfield, Ill., and Shaun
Duncan, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.
Richard Duncan of Murray,
was solemnized on Saturday,
March 29 at three p. m. at the
First Presbyterian 'Church,
Murray.
Rev. Chuck Moffett officiated
at the double ring ceremony
read at the altar decorated with
Easter lilies.
The bride, given in marriage
by the groom's father, was
lovely in her elegantly styled
gown by Alfred Angelo
featuring imported organza and
Chantilly lace with the high
neckline and set in waist hand
graced with Venice lace trim.
The long fitted sleeves of
Chantilly lace were enhanced
with crystal pleating and self
covered buttons at the wrist.
The. graceful demi-bell skirt
was encircled with a deep
border of matching lace. She
wore a matching lace edged
Mantilla veil of illusion.
Her bridal bouquet was of
sweet heart roses and baby's
breath.
Miss Catherine Mary Roderns
of Springfield, Ill., maid of
• 
honor, wore a floor length dress
of peach satin overlaid with
peau de soie with tiny em-•• broidered flowers. She carried a
bouquet of pale green car-
nations and daisies.
Gary Grooms of Mt. Juliet,
Tenn., was the best man for Mr.
Duncan.
Following the ceremony a
Landers
Shampoo, Creme Rinse,
Bubble Bath Rand Lotion
All Purpose
lounge Pillow
$1 22
ladies
Western
Denim Jeans
Look Jackets
buffet dinner-reception wls
served at the home of the couple
at 100 South 13th Street,
Murray.
The table was overlaid with a
white cloth and centered with
an arrangement of gardenias
flanked by gold candles in
crystal candlesticks. The roes',
beef entree, along with cake and
punch, were served buffet style
Several out of town guests
attended the wedding and
reception.
The bride will be attending
Murray State University this
summer. Mr. Duncan, recently
discharged from the U. S. Coast
Guard, is now a student at
Murray State.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Jerry Weatherford of
Murray Route Eight has-been a _ 
patient at the Yreitern
Hospital, Paducah.
For Information
Regarding
Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)
Call 753-8856
Tier-Valance Set
Mens Denim
Rug
140 Yalu'
36 in tier
Western
Shirt
Pearl Buttons
$799
I N I xi
Mens hare
P N HIRSCH& CO. _
753-9779
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Edam** and opinionated articles on this tiage are presented for
me purport of providing a forum for the free exchange of diffenng
opinions-Utters to the editor in response to editorials and
Jpiniondarticles are encouraged
the eaters of this newspaper strongly believe that to lirnit
,pauorialled articles to only those which parranel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
with their feelings on the particular issue being discussed.
OPINION PAGE
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"With all the world has learned you'd think there'd be enough food"
Guest Editorial
jIlame For Vietnam
President Ford told his
press conference last
week he would not "point
the finger" of blame at
Congress for the disaster
in South Vietnam.
Then he invit,ed the
American people to
blame Congress.
That was unfortunate,
for the last thing this
all U. S. military action
in Indochina. He said this
removed "a deterrent
against aggression" by
Hanoi. His other point
.:was Congress' failure to
appropriate enough
money to replace South
Vietnam's weapons on a
one-for-one basis, which
was permitted under the
country needs now is a Paris peace agreements.
distracting divisivett"teither legislative ac-
recrimination-filled deb- ton was helpful to South
over -Who lost Viet- Vietnam. But to ascribe
9 the paralysis of Saigon's
leadership and the disin-
tegration of its army to
them is a foolish
exaggeration. Basically.
South Vietnam is being
overrun because in 21
years — and despite
massive U. S. aid — it
failed to build a viable
society, an uncorrupt ad-
ministration and com-
petently led armed for-
ces.
11
ate
nam
IT WOULD BE far better
for the White House and
Congress to pull together
ta to-- -ma ke our
current foreign and
domestic policies work,
rather than raking over
mistakes going back at
least to 1954.
Ford based his case
against Congress on two
points. One was its
‘ugust, 1973 law barring
In its headlong retreat,
Saigon's army aban-
doned an estimated $1
billion of aircraft, tanks,
artillery pieces and other
equipment. Hundreds of
warplanes, which were
not flown in strikes at
enemy troops, were left
intact on their airfields,
prompting an American
military expert to
remark: "If the North
Vietnamese didn't have
an air force, they do
now.,,
It is not reasonable to
think that higher ap-
propriations by Congress
would have made such
difference, and Ford does
not help his own
credibility by suggesting
SO.
A NON-COMMUNIST
South Vietnam was
doomed in January, 1973,
if not years earlier, when
the United States signed
the Paris "peace" ac-
cords requiring it to with-
draw its troops from the
South while the North
Vietnamese could ke
theirs there. Hanfi
promised not to build up
its troop strength in the
South. But it had
previously violated every
important Provision ofi
the 1954 accords on Viet-
nam.
As a nation we were.,
sick of the Vietnam bur-
den, so we applauded
Nixon's "peace with
honor" and Kissinger's
Nobel prize and pushed
from our minds the cer-
tain future awaiting
South Vietnam. There is
more than enough blame
to go around. Ford's poin-
ting the finger at
Congress alone serves no
useful purpose.
—The Cincinnati Pit
The Family Lawyer
Chet awoke at midnight in his
third-floor hotel room to find the
• building ablaie He managed to
reach safely down a tire escape.
hut in doing so he suffered severe
hurm on his legs.
Iii due course Chet sued the
hotel for negligence. At the trial,
the management protested that
the cause of the fire had never
been determined.
But it also appeared that once
the lure began, the night clerk had
been slow in sounding the alarm.
this was enough, ruled the court.
to saintain hices claim.
speaking a hotel or
motel must take reasonable- steps
Hotel Fire
not only to prevent fires but also
to warn its guests in the event one
gets started.
On the other hand, the manage-
rnent does not guarantee absolute
safety. In another cane a hotel fire
began among a pile of cartons in
the basement. But there was no
evide9ce of negligence in the way
the cartons were stored, or of any
delay in alerting the guests.
Under these circumstances, a
court ruled afterward, there was
no legal basis for blaming the
management.
Of course, the violation of a
specific fire regulation may be
enough to establish liability. Rut
there must still he a causal con-
nection between the violation and
the claimant's injuq. "
A woman caught in a burning
hotel stayed in her room until
firemen came to carry her out.
I.ater, seeking damages from the
hotel, she pointed otit that the
management had failed to place
fire extinguishers in the corridors
as required by a local ordinance.
But the cottrt denied the worn-
an's claim. The court said that
since she had remained inside the
room, an extinguishei outside in
the hallway would have done her
no good al all.
An Aitieriean liar ...,
public sees ire feature I,, Ni ill
Let's Stay Well
Why Not Drink Water?
Water is essential for life. But
the manner by which many of us
satisfy' our thirst has been chang-
ing in recent times -- our fluid in-
take has become "a many-splen-
dored, ing.-
Coffee consumption continues
to increase aerie.; our nation,
and tea LS gaining in popularity.
The younger • general ion. while
not alone in their habits,' con-
sume quantities of milk. fruit
juices, and a variety of soft
drjnks. In spite of higher and
By F.J.L. Blasingame, M.D.
to an increasing number Many
beers, some praised as brewed
With spring or mountain water,
are finding a growing population
of regular consumers.
Our drinks not only supply our
flind requirements hut also are a
source of much of our nUtrition.
Such drinking has health im-
plicataln.S affecting, among other
organs, our teeth. liver and
pancreas. Because such nutri-
tion leaves no residuelf may ad-
versely affect the bowel funt ion
we reconsidered water as our
primary source of fluid. '
Q Mrs. AL wants to know the
cause of endometriosis.
A Endometriosis results from
some of the menstrual fluid pass-
ing upward through the (alio-.
pan tubes and spilling out into
the pelvic cavity. Some of the
live cells in he fluid become at-
tached to adjacent organs
such as the surface of the ovary.
uterus> or bowel -- forming small
higher prices. the "noncalorie and tra,0,,,g,, consiipaum. new growths of endomefrial
41,47,,arArt..a.„;braitidii. :iiarapic.--retvprjarkt Avagharitilig rridornetrium is
t lI
'a rt I t wou m be pruden and titer*. flieW thc
various forms of alcoholic timely if We obtained more of
beverages Wine constunption LSO our needed nutritions from other
incriasing. Scotch imports grow sou rc es to make up a
larger. and bourbon is appealing wiwilescinie. balanced Wei and if.
of endometrium in the pelvis
"flare up- or thicken with each
menstrual period as a result of
Me hormones in the woman's
HLASINGAME
blood. This "flare-up- may cause
pelvic pain. bowel symptoms
such as gas, or lower backache,
depending on the amount of dis-
placed eendomet ti&sue and
where it is located After the
menopause, the symptoms
usually decrease or. disappear.
Q Mrs. K.A. complains about
having trouble opening safety
caps on her medicine bottles
She has rheumatism, in her
hands.
A- If your medicine
prescription. ask rair physiciai
Nth'
Over-the-counter medications
are nsjuired to be aVallabll' ith
normal. caps, at least in one sia ,
container
4
LOVE AND MARRIAGE
In Teheran, a woman complained that
her husband's monkey beat her up after
siding with him after a row. Police in Iran
jailed the husband, who took his pet with
him.
For those women whose fantasies of
adventure go no further than a daydream
over the kitchen sink, there is Michelle
Borsand. Temporarily leaving her com-
fortable Madison Heights, Mich., home
and her surgeon husband of less than a
year, she headed for a one-room cabin in
Idaho where she will dig for gold. She and
her husband acquired mining rights on a
140-acre farm near Florence, Ida., after
their honeymoon camping trip last
summer. "My husband is very dedicated
to his job and that's why I have to have my
own life," she said. "If all I did was sit and
wait until he came home at 5 o'clock I'd go
crazy." And her husband? "He wants me
to figt this because he knows it's something,.
•
A man who had wanted to get married
stole a radio and swapped it for a double
bed. He then gave himself up to the police
and said he wanted to start married life
10 Years Ago
John W. Hutson, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Woodf in Hutson, has accepted a three year
fellowship awarded him by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration for
graduate study at Indiana University.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Susan
Beatrice Overby, age 72, and Harry D
Shroat.
Randy Patterson, son of Mr. and Mrs. R.
B. Patterson, qualified for the Dean's List
at David Lipscomb College, Nashville,
Tenn., by making a straight A record in
the winter quarter.
Jane Young, worthy advisor, presided at
the meeting of Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls held at the
Masonic Hall, Diane Taliaferro is the
recorder.
20 Years Ago
Special services for Easter Sunday are
planned in the area including one at
Kentucky Dam and one at the practice
field at Murray State College.
Mrs. Bell Paschall, age 88, died April 7.
Dr. Charles Tuttle spoke on Cancer,
including the symptons and treatment, at
the meeting of the Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Max' T. Oliver are the
parents of a baby boy, Lynda Darlene,
born March 27.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Snyder and children of
Mansfield,. Ohio, are visiting friends in
Murray.
Today ht History
By The .4tutcieod Ftes,,
Today is Wednesday, April 9, the 99th
day of 197.5. There are 266 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1865, the Civil War ended as General
Robert E. Lee surrendered to General
Ulysses S. Grant at Appomattox Court
House, Virginia.
On this date —
In 1682, the French explorer, La Salle,
reached the Gulf of Mexico after traveling
down the Mississippi River.
In 1833, the first public library in the
nation to be supported by municipal taxes
was founded in Peterborough, New Ham-
pshire.
In 1939„75,000 persons crowded around
the Lincoln Memorial in Washington to
hear the Negro singer, Marian Anderson,
after she had been barred from Con-
stitution Hall.
In 1940, in World War Two, Germany in-
vaded Norway and Denmark.
In 1942, after more than three months of
resistance, American and Filipino forces
on Bataan in the Philippines were over-
whelmed by the Japanese.
--hr-1983;- 'Sir Winston - Churchill was
proclaimed an honorary citizen of the
United States.
Ten years ago: President Lyndon John-
son took part in the official opening of the
Astrodome stadium in Houston, Texas.
Five years ago: The death toll was put at
73 in a gas explosion and fire at a subway
construction site in Osaka, Japan.
One year ago: President Richard Nixon
inspected tornado damage in Xenia, Ohio,
where 1,100 homes had been damaged and
35 persons killed.
Today's birthdays: Former Democratic
Senator J.W. Fulbright of Arkansas is 70
years old. French actor Jean-Paul
Helmond() is 41.
Thought for today: The man who makes
no mistakes does not usually make
anything — E.J. Phelps, American lawyer
and diplomat, 182:2-1900. 
Bible Thought
My Father, which gave them me,
is greater than all; and no man is
able to pluck them out of my
Father's hand. John 10:29.
We have been brought into being
2nd some day we shall cease being:
but we shall yet be God's.
Sensing The News
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Vice President
United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: America In Disarray
America is at low ebb. At home and
abroad, the United States is weakening in
a variety of ways and on many fronts.
The prospect is for worse to come. Anyone
who does not understand this surely does
not read a newspaper, let alone remember
his history lessons.
In Washington, a profligate, spender
Congress has devised a tax bill which
contains massive "rebates," ill-disguised
handouts the country can't afford. In order
to pay for the goodies provided by
Congress, the government will have to
borrow colossal sums, thereby driving up
interest rates, or simply print the money.
In any case, Americans will experience a
new and terrible round of government-
caused inflation.
Despire closed factories and curtailed
work schedules, Congress passed and the
President signed a $3.7 billion foreign aid
bill. Thus the United States continues to
supply billions of dollars to countries
which show no gratitude for American
generosity.
Ironically, $1 billion in foreign aid will go
to the Middle East—now the richest region
in the world. Someone who is out of a job
must wonder why American dollars have
to be exported to handout-hungry nations
around the globe. But the foreign aid bill is
only the beginning. Israel, for.example,
has put in a $2.59 billion request for
military aid from the United States. There
is tremendous pressure in the Congress to
approve this handout, despite the fact that
the U. S. armed services are critically
short of riodern weapons.
Abroad4 the decline of American power,
prestige ajtd influence is cruelly apparent.
In Sou ast Asia, the validity of the
domi theory of the collapse of states is
being proved day by day as the Cam-
bodians and South Vietnamese fall back
under communist attack.
The sham of the peace agreement
negotiated by Secretary of State Kissinger
has been clearly revealed. Step by step,
the communists are seizing control of
Southeast Asia. In the mid-1970s. the
United States is paying the full price for
the costly no-win strategy adopted by the
Johnson administration.
The bleeding hearts who stormed
Washington when America attacked
communist troops in Cambodia and
bombed Hanoi are silent now that North
Vietnamese tanks spread out across the
HEARTLINE
1400-543-2450
HEARTLINE is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions—fast. Call Monday through
Friday from 9 a. m. until 5 p. m. or write
HEARTLINE, 8514 North Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio, 45415. Remember HEAR-
TUNE pays for all calls on its toll-free
number.
1400-543-2450
Heartline: My father recently had a
stroke and is completely incoherent.
Would I be allowed to sign and cash his
check?—P. P.
Answer: You should contact your social
security office and ask for a Represen-
tative Payee form. A letter from your
father's doctor stating that your father is
incapable of signing his check would be
necessary
HARRIG AN
South Vietnamese countryside like ants
and hundreds of thousands of people are
compelled to flee communist rule. The
situation shows that the moral indignation
of the liberal-radical elements is highly
selective. Only America is condemned.
The tragic collapse of South Vietnam is
the direct result of refusal by the liberals
in Congress to approve prompt assistance
to the embattled South Vietnamese. The
blood of the helpless Vietnamese is on the
hands of the appeasement-minded liberal  
coalition in Congress.
In Europe, Marxism has gained almost
complete control of ancient Portugal, a
vital part of the Western world and
America's ally in NATO. The United
States seems incapable of counter-action.
Specifically, the U. S. government hasn't
the vision and fortitude to seize the
strategically vital Lajes air base in the
Portuguese Azores.
While -Rome" burns, while the Cam-
bodians are slaughtered, while Marxists
tighten their grip on Portugal, the liberal-
radical pack in Congress is bent on
wrecking the Central Intelligence Agency
by exposing national secrets. What
security service in a friendly country—
again will entrust secret information to the ,
CIA if it is recognized that such in-
formation is likely to be presented on
prime time TV in the United States?
Truly, America is in terrible disarray.
On the home front, the majority in
Congress seems determined to scrap the
free enterprise system and put the nation
on the road to a system of nationalized
industries. This majority is utterly without
fiscal responsibility.
In their view of the world, the liberal-
radical coalition in and out of Congress is
equally determined to dismantle
America's security agencies and reduce
the size of the U. S. defense forces.
Meanwhile, in the real world—in the world
of reality—America's former friends no
longer have great faith in our country's
leadership. And the Soviet Union, sensing
our growing weakness, is more deter-
mined than ever to assert its wilt and
extend communism's sway across the
globe.
It is tragic that the American people do
not recall the warning that where a people
have no vision, they perish. Americans
don't have much time left in which to
recognize their predicament and act anew
in a prudent, courageouafaahion.
Heartline: If father, who is a WWI
veteran goes to a nursing home, how long
will the VA pay for him.—H. H.
Answer: In a private nursing home up to
six months.
Heartline: I retired in 1971. Will I be able
to make my company pay me my pension
after the new pension law goes into effect'
They refuse now.—N. P.
Answer: No, you must work under new
pension law 5 years to be protected by it.
Heartline: My mother receives a
widow's annuity from the railroad. Now at
age 71, she plans on remarrying. Will she
lose her widows annuity if she does?—S. L.
Answer: Yes, it will stop when she'
remarries.
Heartline: WW Medicare pay for an air
conditioner if the doctor says I need one?—
J. B. L.
Answer: Definitely not. Not under any
circumstances.
Funny Funny World
.. .mICAth400064.1aure.f1 
Second Class Postage Paid pt
42071
with clean sheet, Bristol Magistrates
heard today. ( Bristol England Globe)
Husbands are happier than single
women, single women are happier than
married men, married women are happier
than bachelors. Or so say University of
Chicago researchers. Another prized fact
by this group is: The children who take one
year of piano lessons only outnumbered
the children who take three years of piano
lessons by one hundred to one.
MUSIC
Enrico Caruso was appearing in an
opera with a soprano who kept trying to
upstage him. To the tenor who delighted in
horseplay on the stage, this was a
challenge to be cheerfully accepted. He
waited for an opportunity to retaliate. It
came late in the opera, when the soprano
sang an aria in which she had to reach the
real high notes. It was her habit, when
singing this area, to hold her hands in front
of her, palms up and fingers intertwined.
Then, as she strained for the top note, she
would clasp her hands together until the
knuckles 'ere white. Caruso, standing at
her side, watched as she approached the
Uppermost limits of her range. Then, just
before they snapped shUt, he dropped an
egg into her hands. ( Toledo Blade)
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We accept U. S. Government Food Stamps
Prices Good Thursday, April 10
thru Wednesday, April 16
188i
()Rogers()
WITH EACH
$5.00 PURCHASE
FIRST WEEK TEASPOON
$1.00
VALUE
n
', 4
SECOND WEEK SOUP SPOON
$1.25
VALUE 490::
THIRD WEEK SALAD FORK
$1.25
VALUE 49a
FOURTH WEEK ICE DRINK SPOON v$L2usE 494
FIFTH WEEK DINNER FORK
$1.25
VALUE 490:
This Week KNIFE $2.50VALUE 49
The above schedule will be repeated twice in he coming *seeks
for a total of 18 weeks
%/ask
Hamburger
Dill Chips
16 oz.49.
Philadelphia
Cream Cheese
PAR KAY
100°. Pure Lean
Ground Beef
69!:
Fresh Water
12 oz.
Pkg.
Pringles
Potato Chips
Twin Pack - 9 oz.79.
Fig
Bars
Lb.
Field No. 1
Sliced
Bacon
89c
Coronet
Towels
Big Rolls
Field
Extra Tender
Wieners
1 full
pound
Pk g.
Catfish Steaks
Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
---, é Days -A We -m^:-:,
ECONOMY•PRICED FOOD VALUES!
Mother's Best
Flour
Bag 89C
5 Lb. Bag
Self Rising
Plain or
Self -Rising
Mother's Best
Lucky Leaf
Peach
Pie Filling
22 oz. 59.
Pillsbury
Biscuits
•
Last Call To
Register For
"Believe In American
Youth" Contest
1st Prize—Free Trip To Disney World
2nd Prize— Bicycle
10 Prizes in all including Watches and
Cameras
Buy The Following
Items Er Receive
Bonus Votes
4 lb. Bag Red Apples - 200 Bonus Votes
2 lb. Box of 7 Farm Cheese Food - 300
Bonus Votes
Totino Pizza - 300 Bonus Votes
1/2 Gal. Ice Cream (any kind) - 400 Bonus
Votes
* * "IF YOU MATCH OUR QUAL TV ..
WHOP
Maxwell House
Coffee
1 Lb. Bag
10 oz. Instant
Armour
Beef Stew
Red Ripe_
Tomatoes
lceburg
Lettuce
Fresh Crisp
Carrots
Florida Juicy
Oranges
Hyde Park
if Spots
Pie Shells
Banquet
obkin Bags 5 9z. 3 for 89c
Turkey with gravy Sloppy Joe, Salisbury Steak, Beef witl
gravy, Meat Loaf
Morton
• • YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE" * * Home owned
and
Home operated
Joe M. Porker
and
- Sammy Joe Parker
Owners
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Palmer Seeking To End Long
Drought At Masters Tourney
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
AUGUSTA, Ga. ( AP) --
Golf's great and near great
eyed each other as rivals to-
day. Nervously, they shared a
common enemy - pressure -
on the eve of the 39th Masters
Tournament.
"It's the only tournament I
know that you start choking at
the gate," said Arnold Palmer,
now a graying 45, seeking to
end a major victory drought
that started with his fourth
Masters title in 1964.
"My attitude is good. I don't
feel the world is going to col-
lapse if I don't win the Masters
this year," said Tom Weiskopf,
suddenly projected into the role
of co-favorite with Jack Nick-
laus.
Perhaps the heaviest tension
of all strummed the nerves of
Lee Elder, the first black man
to compete here and for months
the center of world-wide atten-
tion as a breaker of racial bar-
riers..
"I do not feel like a great
man in history," Elder told a
presidential-style press confer-
ence Tuesday. "And that's the
way I would like to keep it."
Elder pleaded to be left alone
while facing the greatest chal-
Murray High
Defeats Laker
Golfers 4-21
By LEE STEWART
The Mufray High Tiger
golfers stretched their season
mark to 3-1 as they defeated the
Calloway County Lakers
Tuesday afternoon ,at the
Murray Country Club.
The Tigers fired a two-over
par 146 while the Lakers totaled
a 167.
Medalist honors were bet-
ween MRS seniors Tim Philpot
and Lee Stewart as they each
fired an even par 36. They were
closely followed by Gary and
Lynn Sullivan who both carded
a 37. Howard Boone rounded out
the top five with a 42.
The Lakers were led by Kevin
il'Angelo who shot a 39.
Other scores for the Lakers
were: Bobby Fike 40, Joey
Janecek 43, Anthony Fike 45
and Greg Storey 46.
Calloway's Tommy Fike
posted a fine 37 to lead the "B"
team scoring. Mike Howard and
Rex Jackson rounded out the
.Lakers' "B" team with a 45 arid
744 respectively.
__al Murray's “B" team was led
.by Steve Hussung and Nick
illibbard who both tallied 42's.
John McCage had a 44 and
Kevin McIntosh scored a 49 to
'round out the Murray scoring.
The Tigers' next match will
be Friday when they clash with
Henry County at the Murray
Country Club.
The Lakers will be idle until
April 21 when they host Henry
County at the Oaks Country
Club.
lenge of his career, and added:
-I am playing well enough to
win if breaks go my way."
Nicklaus wore a mantle of su-
preme confidence - the kind
you'd expect of a four-time win-
ner - as he returned from a
week-end break with his mas-
sive hitting power and putting
artistry more evident than
ever.
In his practice round, he al-
most holed out from the fair-
way on the ninth hole, thrilling
a clubhouse gallery. Then he
spotted a couple of putts about
20 feet from the hole and
knocked them into the cup.
"I am putting better," he told
admirers who pursued him
from the ninth green to the 10th
tee. "The greens are getting
harder. I putt better on fast
greens.''
Nicklaus, winner of his last
two 'tournaments - the Doral
and Heritage - and his former
Ohio State schoolmate, Weis-
kopf, a pole-to-pole victor in
last week's Greater Greensboro
Open, have been established as
the players to beat for the 1975
green jacket.
There is no formal betting
here, but unofficial oddsmakers
have put Nicklaus and Weis-
kopf at 6-1, followed by Johnny
Miller and defending champion
Gary Player at 8-1, with Hubert
Green, Hale Irwin and Lee Tre-
vino 10-1.
An international field of 78.
including 54 U.S. ant 17 foreign
pros and seven American ama-
teurs, will tee off Thursday for
Former Pitcher Dead
PHILADELPHIA (AP)
James Peterson, former base-
ball pitcher for the Phila-
delphia Athletics, has died at
his home in Palm Beach, Fla.
Peterson, who was 66 when
he died Tuesday, had a short
major league pitching career
that began with the Athletics in
1931.
He pitched 13 innings that
year as the A's went on to cap-
ture the pennant, 91 innings in
1933 and then played briefly
with the Brooklyn Dodgers in
1937.
Be later went into the restau-
rant business and moved to
Florida in 1955.
Peterson is survived by his
widow, the former Eleanor
Smith; and a brother and two
sisters, all of the Philadelphia
area
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
AUBURN, Ala. - Ralph
"Shug" Jordan, the courtly
football coach of the Auburn Ti-
gers for the past quarter centu-
ry, announced his retirement,
effective at the end of the 1975
season.
TENNIS
ST. LOUIS - Australia's Rod
Laver beat South Africa's Ray
Moore 6-2, 7-6 in a first-round
Blue Group match to run his
World Championship Tennis
victory string to a record 21
matches.
the first of four rounds over the
majestic 7,020-yard, par 72 Au-
gusta National course which for
four decades has been the
scene of high drama.
Prize money is never an-
nounced until the last day of
the tournament. It normally
runs over $200,000 with $30,000-
plus to the winner. Fringe ben-
efits to the champion have been
estimated at $1 million.
Nicklaus, who has 14 major
championships, by his own ad-
mission has one major goal left
in his sights-winning of the
four big events, the U.S. and
British Opens, Masters and
PGA, in one year for a Grand
Slam.
"It would be good for the
game and it would fulfill my
aim to be the best golfer of all
time," Nicklaus said.
PoMocol ad pord for by ronsposgr food los ton
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Banquet Held
For Freshman
Cage Tigers
The Murray High freshman
basketball team was recently
honored at a banquet sponsored
by the parents of the Tigers.
Several team members were
presented awards and Coach
Allen Beane was presented a
plaque from the players.
The Tigers had a very suc-
cessful season, finishing with an
11-4 slate and taking a second-
place trophy ia _the_ Marshall
County Invitational Tour-
nament.
Willie Perry won the Out-
standing Rebound Award. He
finished with 130 rebounds for
the season, or an average of 10.8
caroms per game.
Frank Gilliam was selected
as the Outstanding Field Goal
Shooter. He led the team in
scoring with 202 points in route
to a 16.0 per game scoring
average.
The free throw award and the
award for the most assists went
to guard Bob Thurman. During
the season, Thurman hit on 78
per cent of his free throw at-
tempts ( 14 of 181 and had 54
assists.
Jon Harrison was given the
award for Outstanding Witte
and Defense, Bill Wilson was
given the Playmaker Award
and Craig Klein was given the
Most Dependable Player
Award.
The Tigers averaged 51 points
per 'game this season, 36
rebounds, 45 per cent from the
field and 58 per cent from the
charity stripe.
S
_  (all RH al 111)- 
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Wells Scores Seven In
All-American Cage Game
James Wells, the 6-9 senior center for the Calloway County
Lakers, played in the Midwest All-American Classic Sunday
night in Dayton, Ohio.
Wells was the only big man from the state of Kentucky to
play.
In the contest, the All-American All-Stars won 113-107 over
the Midwest All-Stars.
Wells played for the All-American Team.
Larry Williams, a super 6-8 center from Chicago Phillips
High School, fired in 23 points for the All-Americans but
settled for second place in the scoring race as guard Blake
Taylor hit 4or 34.
Julius "Cheese" Johnson of Savannah, Georgia, added 14
points while James Bradley of Memphis Melrose added 11
and guard Julian Butler of Key West, Florida, tossed in 10.
Wells had etsoor night from the field, hitting just two of 13
field goal attempts. He did manage to get three of four from
the charity stripe and finished with seven points for the All-
American All-Stars.
Wells also pulled down a game-high 10 rebounds for the
winners.
The only other Kentucky player in the contest was Dom
Fucci of Lexington Tates Creek. The 6-3 guard, like Wells,
scored seven points-for the All-Americans.
For the Midwest All-Stars, Terry Duerod of Highland Park,
Michigan, topped the scoring with 24 while 7-2 Glen Sudhop of
South Bend Adams ( Indiana ) scored 19. Another great player
in the -tontest for the Mid-American stars was guard Bob
Bender of Bloomington, Ill.
The 6-3 Bender, who is planning to attend the University of
Indiana, added 21 points. Bob Fowler, a 6-5 forward from
Inkster Cherry Hill, Michigan, added 16 points for the Mid-
wig Team.
A -crowd of 3,600 watched the contest.
Lakers Get Easy Wins
In Track Meet Tuesday
The Calloway County Lakers
won a dual track meet at home
Tuesday with both the boys and
girls teams defeating Hickman
County.
In the girls meet, the Lakers
rolled up 98 points to easily
outdistance the Falcons who
could muster just 20 points.
The boys meet was much
closer bat it was still an easy
win for the Lakers as they won
75-53 over the Falcons.
In the girls meet, the Lakers
took first place in three of the
four field events.
Marilyn McKenzie won the
discus with a toss of 83-11 while
Melessa Thorne was second
with 82-10 and Janet Arnold was
third.
The Lakers also scored a
sweep in the long jump where
freshman Felicia Pinner took
first with an effort of 13-9as
while Clara Cole was second
and Vicky Butterworth was
third.
Pinner was a double winner
on the day in the field events,
also taking first in the high
jump with a clearance of 4-4, the
same as second-place finisher
Vickie C,arraavay of the Lakers.
The only field event the
Lakers didn't win was the shot
put. Lois Wilkins was third in
the shot with a 24-10.
Calloway scored a sweep in
the 100 with Clara Cole winning
in 13.5 while Diane Olive was
second and Butterworth was
Colonels Mop Sounds
In ABA Playoff Game
By BILL HOOD
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Kentucky coach Hubie Brown
isn't even close to breaking out
the viclory champagne, despite
the 2-0 lead his Colonels hold in
their best-of-seven American
Basketball Association playoff
aeries with Memphis.
" "Memphis seems to play aid
the contending teams well down
there," Brown said Tuesday
night after the Colonels over-
whelmed the Sounds 119-105.
The teams travel to Memphis
for Thursday and Friday night
games in Mid-South Coliseum,
the site of Kentucky's only loss-
es to the Sounds this season
Tonight, St. Louis is at New
York and Denver at Salt Lake
City in other playoff games.
New York has a 1-0 edge in
its series and Denver has a 2-0
lead over Salt Lake City.
In the fourth playoff series,
San Antonio is at Indiana
Thursday night with Indiana
aolding a 2-0 edge.
Brown noted that Memphis
has defeated Denver twice, and
New York once on the Sounds'
home floor, in addition to hand-
ing the Eastern Division cham-
pion Colonels two losses
"If we go down there and
don't play aggressive basket-
ball, we could lose," Brown
said.
Sounds coach Joe Mullaney
Knicks And Pistons Routed In
NBA Playoff Openers Tuesday
By The Associated Press
The home court advantage
helps in the National Basketball
Association. But it doesn't hurt
to have a good defense, either.
The Houston Rockets and
Seattle SuperSonics had both
Tuesday night, and as a result
have a 1-0 lead in their respec-
tive, opening-round playoff
series.
"I'd have to give credit to
their defense," said New York
Coach Red Holzman after the
Knicks dropped a 99-84 decision
to the Rockets in their Eastern
Conference opener. ̀ They real-
ly played well, plus the fact
that we shot poorly.
"Over here, we say we had
an off-night shooting. But I'd
have to say it was their defense
Mike Smith
Agent of the Month
For March
111gPROTECTIVE IFE
INSURANCE COMPANYor • PC • 6. r1111.0 wn k A
Mike wants to thank everyone for their business that made
it possible for him to become agent of the month.
Mike Smith
  White House Ofrwit
Main -
Ph. 753-0376
that did it."
In Seattle, the SuperSonics
played what Coach Bill Russell
called "our best defensive ef-
fort of the season." It resulted
in a 90-77 rout of the Detroit
Pistons in their Western Con-
ference opener.
Tom Burleson held Detroit's
Bob Lanier to a sub-par 15
points while scoring 19 himself.
The Rockets can win the
best-of-three series and ad-
vance to the Eastern semifinals
by beating New York in their
next meeting at Madison
Square Garden Thursday night.
The SuperSonics can do like-
wise in the West when they
play at Detroit the same night.
A Western Conference best-
of-seven semifinal series begins
tonight when Chicago hosts
Kansas City-Omaha. Buffalo
plays at Washington Thursday
night in the beginning of anoth-
er Western semifinal series.
Along with Houston's glitter-
ing defense, the youthful Rock-
ets used 72 points by Calvin
Murphy to whip the playoff-
tested Knicks. The Rockets, in
the playoffs for the first time
ever, moved to a seven-point
halftime lead, 46-39, by out-
scoring the Knicks 8-0 over the
final 2:27 of the second quarter
and Houston never trailed
again.
Walt Frazier led the Knicks
with 21 points and Earl Monroe
had 13, but New York's leading
scorers hit only 13 of 35 shots
between them for a 37 per cent
average.
The Knicks. making their
nlft. A...141'441A. _Playoff appear. *
ance, pulled•within seven points
at 67-60 at the end of the third
 Imater-flathet.-tbe_itockart„
led ha Mlircr"fgewlin and Ron
Riley, put on a fourth-quarter
scoring display that spurted the .
Rockets to a 17-paint margin
with 6:48 left in the game.
Fred Brown came off the
bench to pop in 23 points for
Seattle. Seattle, whichaed from
the opening minute, held off an
early fourth-quarter Detroit ral-
ly to win going away.
was optimistic that his team
could get back into the series.
"They're an excellent home
court team, but we play them
extremely well down there," he
said.
The Colonels played Tuesday
night's game at their favored
fast tempo, leadingjay as many
as 26 points before Brown
pulled the starters in the fourth
period.
"They executed the fast
break very well," Mullaney.
said. Louie Dampier paced the
Kentucky offense with 23
points, while Artis Gilmore
added 22 and Dan Wel had 20.
 "Dan and Artis kicked the
ball out very well," Mullaney
said.
The fast break has been the
strength of their team ever
since Gilmore joined the club."
The big center spent much of
his playing time trying to fight
off an effective gang defense
inside, but still scored 19 points
in the first half before coming
out for two second-half breath-
ers.
A crowd of 4,787 witnessed
the game, up from the 4,107
which saw the opener but still
less than half of the team's av-
erage Louisville draw this sea-
son of 9,061.
third. It was also a sweep in the
220 where Pinner won another
event with a fine 27.4. Olive was
second and Renee Toby third.
Pinner scored her fourth win
of the day and second in track
events as she easily won the 440.
Her winning time was 65.5.
Tammy Miller took third for the
Lakers.
The 880-yard run found Vickie
Carraway winning with a 2:55
while Jamie Morrison was
third. In the mile-run, Lisa
Carraway was second with a
7:08 while Terri Morris was
third with a 7:09.
Calloway did well in the
hurdles where in the 110-yard
hurdles, it was a sweep.
Karen McKinney won with an
18.9 while Tammy Overby was
second and Janet Arnold third.
In the 60-yard hurdles, Linda
McCuiston was first in 10.2
while Arnold was second.
The first relay held was the
440-relay and the Lakers easily
won that one. Butterworth,
Kathy Johnson, Diana
Lawrence and Olive all ran legs
in the event, which was won in
57.3.
Calloway also won the 880-
relay in a 2:02 as Olive, John-
son, Lawrence and Butterworth
ran legs.
Toby, Cole, Johnson and
Lawrence all ran legs in the 880-
medley relay in which Calloway
posted a 2:12 for first place.
The final event was the mile
relay, which Calloway County
won in 5:33. Sandy Bibb, Cole,
Morrison and Vickie Carraway
all ran legs.
In the boys meet, the Lakers
did very well in the field events,
picking up four first places in
the six events.
In the triple jump, Dale
Thomason was first with a 28-6
while Keith McGinnis was
second. Terry Clark won the
discus with a toss of 106-1 while
Russell Hopkins' 105-0 earned a
second.
Mitch Cunningham won the
high jump with 4-9 while Kevin
Scruggs was second with 9-8
Cunningham also won the pole
vault while Scruggs was second.
The only events the Lakers
didn't win were the long jump
and the shot put.
In the long jump, Cun-
ningham was second with a 15-7
while Thomason was third.
Hopkins was second in the shot
with a 37-2.
In the track events, Ronnie
Olive won the 100-yard dash
with an 11.9 and also captured
the 220 with a winning time 24.4.
Terry Clark earned a third in
the 440 with a 68.0.
In the 880, Paul Guy took a
third with a 2:45.4.
Tommy Futrell was a double
winner on the day.
Futrell, a sophomore, won the
mile in a fine 5:05 in his first run
of the year. Futrell came back
to win the two-mile run in 11:36.
Steve McCuiston was third in
the two-mile run.
Hurdling events found
Cunningham winning the 120-
high hurdles with a 20.5 while
Kevin Scruggs was second. In
the 180 lows, Gera Henson was
second in 25.6 whfie Rick Spann
was third.
The only relay team that won
for the Lakers was the 880-relay
team composed of Olive,
Adams, Bob Hargrove and
Keith Wallace. They finished
first in a winning time of 1:48.3.
The Lakers were scheduled to
run Reidland at home today.
Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
Reason 16. We'll try to do
everything we can to save
you money. After all, we
want your business again
next year.
DCEJBLOC IC
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia St. Only 6 Days left
Kw- Ilta.a.4 Sat., hoes 111-82114
N APPINTNERT NESITSMT
The fabulout
IIIIRLE111
GLOBETROTTERS®
IflPERSORI 1
M. S. U. Fieldhouse
April 15, 1975
7:30 p. m.
Tickets on Sale At
Peoples Bank
Bank of Murray
Dennison-Hunt
Montgomery Ward
Students & Children - $3.00
General Admission Adults - $4.00
Reserved Seats -$5.00
Sponsored by Murray Calloway County Jaycees
Proceeds going to scholarships and charitable causes
WATCH THF HAMM GLOBETROITERI POKOR11 MACW1E.
SATURDAY Oil CRS-TV
es
IL
tonoollaummen.
1
;
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Nordique Coach Outraged
Over Quebec's Decision
By The Associated Press
A scenic tour of North Ameri-
can airports is not the ideal
way for a professional hockey
team to prepare for its first-
ever playoff game.
And the Nordiques took ad-
vantage of the jet-lag syndrome
that hampered Phoenix Tues-
day night in Quebec to defeat
the weary Roadrunners 5-2 and
take a 1-0 lead in their best-of-
seven World Hockey Associ-
ation quarter-final playoff
series .
The Roadrunners had spent
all day Monday traveling from
Phoenix to Quebec by way of
Los Angeles, Chicago and Mon-
treal.
Coach Sandy Hucul said his
club was forced into the round-
about route when management
of the Quebec team unilaterally
decided the series would start
Tuesday.
"It t the route) was the only
way we could get here," Hucul
said. "It's just a rotten deal by
Quebec - Quebec made the de-
cision to open here tonight, not
the league."
And the Phoenix coach could
have a point. The other three
quarter-finals were scheduled
to begin at least 24 hours later
than the Quebec-Phoenix round.
Tonight the Toronto Toros
visit the San Diego Mariners
and the Minnesota Fighting
Saints open against the New
England Whalers at Hartford,
Conn. The Iourth series begins
Thursday when the Cleveland
Crusaders visit the defending
champion Aeros at Houston.
The second game of the Nor-
diques-Roadrunners series is
also scheduled Thursday and
again at Quebec.
The Nordiques built a 5-1 lead
after two periods. Rejean Houle
Renald Leder() scored two
goals each for the Nordiques in
their first playoff game in three
seasons of WHA play. Michel
Parizeau was the other Quebec
goal-scorer.
The Nordiques led 2-0 before
Ftobbie Ftorek scored for Phoe-
nix early in the second stanza.
But Houle's second goal, on a
power play, and Leclerc's pair
against Phoenix goalie Jack
Norris, appeared to leave the
Nordiques in the driver's seat.
But the Roadrunners com-
pletely dominated play and out-
shot the Nordiques by a 21-6
margin in the third period.
The excellent work of Rich-
ard Brodeur in the Quebec nets
enabled Phoenix to score only
one goal in the finale, a sizzling
40-foot wrist shot by Dennis
Sobehuk.
Frank
Manage
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Frank Robinson has some-
thing no other manager, black
or white, has ... player Frank
Robinson. And that's why
Frank Robinson is the only
manager in baseball, black or
white, who has hit a home run
this season.
"It was a great moment, but
you had to wait till the end, till
the game was over," Robinson
said. "Now its even more grat-
ifying."
Robinson had several great
moments Tuesday. The first
came when Rachel Robinson,
widow of the first black man to
play in the major leagues,
threw out the first ball and said
she was "proud, proud, proud
to be here." Then came career
home run No. 575 in his first
time at bat as a big league
manager.
That started the Cleveland
Indians to a 5-3 victory over the
New York Yankees, which was.
great moment No. 3, especially
since it was viewed by an ex-
cited home town crowd of
56,204.
Elsewhere in the American
League, the world champion
Oakland A's nipped the Chicago
Save $2.07 on PRO STOMPER
Basketball Shoes
Rog. $6.97
Men's !Uses 11/2-12.
Sows' 11-2, 21/24.
TO• E GUARD
RUBBER
OUTSOLE
Available in Black,
White, Navy or
Carolina Blue
Prices Good thru Saturday
SHOES
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray
Get to know us; you'll like us.
HEAVY DUCK
UPPERS
i4
0
PADDED
COLLAR,
TONGUE
EXTRA DUTY
REINFORCED
MEN'S ATHLETIC SOCKS
White with Striped Top. 7
Sizes 10-13. Reg 61.25 70
Open Nights Ill 9
* Use Your MASTER CHARGE Card
Mon -Fri. 1041
Sat. 9-9
Voters in the City of Murray:
May I take a few moments to tell you something of myself
as I seek a seat on the City Council?
I was born and raised in the county, near Midway, the son
of Logan and Ethel Harmon. I attended Hazel High School
and later took studies in building estimation and drafting
from Chicago Technical College. I am married to Inez Hale,
the daughter of Hurley and Flara Hale. We have one
daughter at home, a sophomore at Murray High.
I worship with the church at 7th & Poplar, a member of
Lodge 105 F&AM and Chapter 92 R. A. M.
All my adult life has been spent in the building business,
the past 20 years my own small business. I now have a small
carpenter shop and remodeling business located in the old ice
plant building on south 4th Street.
To the City of Murray I offer honesty, integrity and
deciation to duty. I have nialong list of glowing promises to of-
fer, just that I will do all I can as one man among twelve to
see that our city is operated as efficiently and economically
.....:_anastuit-ctorkaantialiArtrIMI$YentatendasnAt
• I earnestly solicit your vote and support to this end.
Roy Harmon
Torre's Single Helps Mets And Seaver Edge By Phillies 2-1
By RAL BOCK .
AP Sports Writer
"I'm ecstatic!"
With those two words, Tom
Seaver described his feelings
after outlasting Steve Carlton
as the New York Mets shaded
Philadelphia 2-1 Tuesday in an
opening-day clash of two of the
National League's premier
pitchers.
In the only other NI- game,
Atlanta blanked Houston 2-0.
San Francisco at San Diego
was rained out.
Seaver surrendered six hits,
struck out nine batters and
came up a winner because of
two Met newcomers - Dave
Kingman and Joe Torre.
Kingman slugged a huge home
run in the fourth inning and
Torre drilled the game-winning
single in the bottom of the ninth
But the main man on this
blustery opening day was Sea-
ver, who struggled to a sorry
11-11 season last year and is
the pitcher on whom so mach
of Mets' hopes rest for 1975.
"I couldn't be happier," said -
the man called Torn Terrific.
"I was strong all the way,
throwing fairly hard with a
good breaking ball. I didn t
throw too many bad pitches."
The Phillies nicked him for a
third-inning run on Dave Cash's
double. But Kingman retrieved
that run in the fourth, golfing a
two-out, two-strike pitch farhe-
yond the left field wall.
Felix Millen opened the Mets'
ninth with a single - only New
York's third hit and first since
Kingman's king-siied homer.
Then Carlton walked John. Mi-
ner on four pitches and missed
with his first two to Torre.
On the next pitch, Torre was
swinging.
"I just wanted to hit the ball
hard," he said. He did, lining it
to left and sending Milian rac-
ing home with the winning run.
"It was exciting," said Torre.
_'201).!lidpg day always is. When
Robinson Only
r With Homerurt
White Sox 3-2, the Minnesota
Twins crushed the Texas
Rangers 11-4 and the Boston
Red Sox downed the Milwaukee
Brewers 5-2. The Kansas City-
California game was rained out
while the Baltimore-Detroit
opener was postponed earlier
by a snowstorm.
Robinson brought the large
Cleveland crowd to its feet with
his first-inning home run off
New York's Doc Medich.
"It's just tremendous," Rob-
inson said later as he con-
templated the historic occasion.
"I really can't explain how I
feel. I've been a manager be-
fore, but this is where it's at. I
couldn't think of any better
way to start my new career. I
was extremely pleased by the
way we won. It was a team ef-
fort. The guys came from be-
hind and played together and
that's what you have to do to
be successful."
Despite Robinson's dramatic
homer, the Indians fell behind
3-1 in the second inning. But
Boog Powell, Robinson's old
Baltimore teammate, drove in
two runs with a homer and
double and Jack Brohamer
drove in the other two with a
sacrifice fly and a single. The
sacrifice fly scored Powell, who
opened the bottom of the sec-
ond with a single.
Now Robinson can concen-
trate on being a manager rath-
er than baseball's first black
manager.
A's 3, White Sox 2
Vida Blue, taking over the
opening game pitching assign-
ment vacated by Catfish Hunt-
er, allowed four hits in seven
innings and center fielder Bill
North cut down the tying run at
the plate in the ninth as the
world champion A's opened
their season.
The A's took a 2-0 lead off
Wilbur Wood in the second in-
ning when Joe Rudi singled and
designated hitter Billy Wil-
liams, in his first American
League at-bat, doubled. The
runners held as Wood retired
the next two batters, but rookie
second baseman Phil Garner
singled them home. Oakland
added the decisive run in the
eighth on a walk to Sal Rando,
a stolen base by pinch runner
Herb Washington - who ac-
tually was picked off but beat
the throw to second - and a
double by Rudi.
Islanders Clip Rangers
In NHL Subway Series
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
Tuesday night belonged to the
youngsters as the Stanley Cup
playoffs opened. They wore the
uniforms of the New York
Islanders, Los Angeles Kings
and Pittsburgh Penguins -
teams that weren't in the Na-
tional Hockey League eight
years ago.
At New York's Madison
Square Garden, 24-year-old
rookie Clark Gillies scored the
winning goal with 61  minutes
left to lead the upstart Island-
ers past 'he startled New York
Rangers as the clubs opened
their first-retind "commuter
series."
At the Forum, in Inglewood,
Calif., 24-year-old Mike Murphy
netted the overtime Score that
sent the venerable Toronto
Maple Leafs back home with a
3-2 loss and 1-0 deficit in their
series.
In Pittsburgh's Civic Arena,
19-year-old rookie Pierre la-
rouche brought the Penguins a
4-3 triumph over the St Louis
Blues after a peas from Vic
Hadfield, who was 15 when La-
rouche was born
It was different in Boston,
where a rejuvenated Phil Espo-
sito broke out of a "slump"
with three goals against his
younger brother, Tony, as the
Bruins blasted the Chicago
Black Hawks 8-2.
"I'm proud of my kids," said
Islanders' Coach Al Arbour
after his third-year club came
back from a 2-0 deficit in the
third period for a 3-2 triumph
that brought the Rangers to the
brink of playoff extinction "My
guys have had their ups and
downs all year, but they really
came through tonight"
Islanders 3, Rangers 2
Gullies split the Rangers de-
fense of Gilles Marotte and Ron
Greschner - a greybeard of 20
- and snapped a shot past
goalie Ed Glaconda to cap _the
--C-Tmedr-.e-TEFiers-Rd
taken a 2-0 lead on middle-peri-
od goals by Brad Park and
Pete Stemkowski, but the third-
 year Islanders came back on
tallies by 23-year-old Billy Har-
ris and "old" Jean Potvin, 26.
before Gillies' climactic score
Kings 3, Maple Leafs 2
Toronto fans may have been
happier to watch the Oscars on
television while their Maple
Leafs fell to the Kings. The Ca-
nadian TV network didn't show
the Leafs' first-game loss, and
the fans may have been better
off.
But they missed Murphy's
tally at 8:53 of overtime, set up
by a ''fantastic- play by Gene
Carr.
Leafs' veteran Ron Ellis
scored with 1:30 remaining to
force the overtime. Goals by
the Kings' Bob Berry and Carr
sandwiched one by Blaine
Stoughton before Ellis squared
things again.
Penguins 4, Blues 3
Larouche's winning goal
came with 2:31 remaining and
capped a three-goal third peri-
od Garry Unger's goal at 54
seconds of the period had given
St Louis a 3-1 lead before
Chuck Arneson scored the first
of two goals and set the stage
for Larouche
Bruins 8, Black Hawks 2
Three goals by Phil Esposito
against his goaltending brother
and two more by Gregg Shep-
pard paced the Bruins past the
Black Hawks Carol Vadnais
and Andre Savard scored first-
period goals nine seconds apart
for Boston.
Fight Scheduled
BANGKOK (AP) - Three-
time former world flyweight
champion Chartchai Chionoi of
Thailand takes on third-ranked
featherweight contender Willy
Assurncion of the Philippines
tonight in a scheduled 10-round
nontitle bout
Both Chartchai and Assum-
don weighed 130 at a weigh-in
early today.
The switch from flyweight to
featherweight was necessary
-LOr Chartgbai..33-wbabact diffir
cuity keeping within the fly-
weight division weight limit.
Assumcion, 22, has a fight
record of 34 wins, two losses
and six draws
it stops being exciting, I'll
quit."
Braves 2, Astros 0
Carl Morton's five-hitter and
Darrell Evans' RBI single in a
two-run fifth inning carried•the
Braves past Houston. Morton
retired 16 straight batters after
a pair of first-inning singles be-
fore shortstop Larvell Blanks'
throwing error ended the string
in the seventh.
Ralph Garr singled to start
the fifth against Astros' rookie
Doug Konieczny. Garr moved
to third when Marty Perez was
safe on shortstop Roger Met-
zger's error, Evans singled for
one run and Perez scored on
Mike Lwn's grounder.
EMPIRE
Hoover Vac
3.99
VALUE
WHILE
-ClUANYITIES LAST
14" GARAGE &
PATIO BROOM -
Sweep heavy dirt from
rough surfaces.
Non-matting, mois-
ture-resistant bristles;
long handle. 25.3077
ihNiter- Representative
Will Service Your Vacuum
While You Shop.
Saturday Only
Extra Specials
Tool Set
$520with cleaner
4 Piece Teel so
For Jpright 1134-10.
teg. $79"
5995
(A) CONVERTIBLE
2-SPEED UPRIGHT
Minds to di carpet heights in yaw how-
Waserkostiwo Two-own Woo for
nu wasp with sundown. Edge desalts
acting lets on is Noshes& Vfropsresod
%Wan park 31whitinlisolle•
LK MAT
CEILING LATEX
Big Values in Paint
tor Ceilings and Walls
CEILING WHITE LATEX
Flat sheen finish in bright white never
yellows. One coat coverage.
GALLON
—STANDARD INTERIORTATEX 498
One coat usually covers, dries in 30
min ; washable. Pastels, white
CORDLESS
SHEARS
With
Convertible
Handle
Both For
sl 99'
Trim around flowerbeds, un-
der fences, close to house
-all without back-aching
bending or stoaing. Shears
has non-stick blade, handle
snaps on easily. COS/H-1
SHAPE
CAKE PAN
Perfect for Bundt' cakes, salads,
breads Natural finish die-cast
aluminum bakes evenly 50313
"66"
5-H.P.
TILLER
C.
TiRTUTiE5i1r
*ssors Sharpened
39°
TILLER FEATURES:
• 5 H.P. Engine
• Recoil Starter
• Heavy 14" Diem. Tines
• Instant Power Reverse
• Iiiiiiry-Outy Drive Belt
• Adjustable Tilling Width
Briggs & Stratton Engine
An easy-to-hancile garden tiller for all your yard and garden pre-
paration. Real digging stability-engine weight is directly over 16
tines-chews up hard ground fast. Controls on handle. 166-5
Murray Home & Auto
-
rfutil/alueChestnut St.
an :Iv•al
753-2571
  9 oz. Pkg. 294
With This Coopon, one customer per family
Coupon Expires 4-15-75
COFFEE 
Folgers
1 lb. 994 I
•
- I
in-111111111111111111
Johnson's Coupon R20
MI
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Field's
SAUSAGE lb 994
Frosty Morn
Braunschweiger 49ft,
Field's Sliced
Bounty
TOWELS 
Blue Bonnet 1 lb. Bowl
Jumbo 494
S 
Whole
ontimiam mos
Lipton
TEA BAGS---.4000 $139
Wishbone Italian
DRESSING Sax.494
Armour
TREET 12 oz. 834
Dixie Bell
CRACKERS 1 lb. 394
Veg All Mixed
We Accept
Food Stamps
Prices Good
thru
April 15, 1975
Kozy Kiftea Cot
FOOD  • 2/29
09
PR1NGLES
CRISCO 
CHIPOS
• • . 9 oz._ 794
3 Ib. $189
 91/2 oz. 694
Daytime Extra Absorbent
PAMPERS
Kitchen Kraft Blockeye
01 2/454
COFFEE__
Maxwell
Instant
House
10 oz. 
1 49 JUICE
Frozen Foods 7/'r
Frosty Acres Cut GreenFrosty Acres Broccoli
SPEARS • 8". Pkg.29 BEANS
Frosty Acres
Family Size
32 oz. 794
Domino
Kitchen Kraft Purple Hull
PEAS
Tony Dog
FOOD 
NA
Del Monte
CATS6V
* Proci
CABBAGE  0'
Red
POTATOES 10 lb. 694
RADISHES Pkg. 1 0'
CARROTS Pkg. 19'
Frosty Acres
Orange
12 oz.
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Carney, Burstyn and Godfather II Reap Honors
LOS ANGELES I AP) — Art
Carney, Ellen Burstyn and a
movie about the'Mafia were the
stars of the 47th Academy
Awards, Francis Ford Cop-
pola's "The Godfather, Part II"
won top honors with six Oscars,
including best picture.
The sweep made the 36-year-
old Coppola Hollywood's undis-
puted wunderkind, but Carney
was the sentimental victor of
the festivities.
"I'm numb, I'm happy, why
should I be embarrassed - I'm
Irish!" he exclaimed after his
surprise-visa-4s best actor for
playing a 72-year-old cross-
country traveler with a cat in
"Harry and Tonto."
Carney's win was-a-delight-to--
the audience, which rose in
tribute to the veteran television
actor. It was his first starring
role in a movie.
He said his agent urged him
to do the role by saying, "Do
It! You are' old!" But back-
stage, Carney, 56, laughingly
said, "I'm still a kid!"
Miss Burstyn, nominated
twice before, finally won as
best actress for her role as the
errant housewife with ambi-
tions as a singer in "Alice
Doesn't Live Here Anymore."
Robert De Niro, the young
Mafia don of "Godfather-II"
and Ingrid Bergman, one of the
suspects in "Murder on the Ori-
ent Express," won as support-
ing performers in the 47th an-
nual ceremonies at the Music
Center.
The awards shaped up as
producer-writer-director Cop-
pola's night, despite heavy bet-
ting on "Chinatown,- which
won only one Oscar, for origi-
nal screen play.
The -Godfather" sequel won
him Oscars for best direction
and screen play adaptation
( with Mario Puzo), as well as
for De Niro, art direction and
original dramatic score.
It was also a "family" mat-
ter, to pun "Godfather-II" —
Coppola's father, Carmine,
composed the score with Nino
Rota, and his sister, Tails
Shire, was nominated as best
BENTON, Ky. ( AP, -- Tater
Day just wasn't the same with-
out Benton's famous son Joe
__.- Cross Creason.
"People—Joe loved people,"
said Tom Cross as he looked at
a crowd which filled the town
square. "He knew everybody.
Why, he could mill through this
crowd, and speak to about half
the people here. Miss him?
Sure we do. Lotta folks will tell
you Joe Creason was the best
friend they ever had."
Joe Creason was a member
of the staff of' the Louisville
Courier Journal since the early
1940s and wrote a column for
the paper for 10 years until his
death in August, 1974,
Tater Day is an annual cele-
bration during spring in Mar-
shall County and the celebra-
tiqn Monday was the 132nd.
rt's. a designated day of the
year ic*n farm folks "doll
up," put on*heir Sunday best
and roll into wn-some to
watch horse-pulluiig. others to
take part in the junealing
and a few who just mill ar
soaking up the sun.
Creason was a former Benton
soda jerk. He went to school in
the Marshall County seat and
started his writing career here
"He was one of our best
ones," said Pont Nelson who
runs the drugstore where a high
school-age Creason was a soda
jerk.
"He loved chocolate, both
sodas and milk shakes. Now,
you know, you can't find a boy
who wants to be a soda jerk.
it's the girls looking for jobs,"
Nelson added.
Bernard Holland said he'd
been trying to get Creason to
go fishing with him for two or
three years, "but he just never
seemed to have enough time."
Elmer Bryan of Benton
called Creason, "one of my
dearest friends." The 79-year-
old Bryan said he'd been com-
ing to Tater Day since 1906 but
it just wasn't the same without
Joe ('reason.
Gerald Rudolph Ford, 38th
President a the TS:, is the on
of Leslie and Dorothy Gardner
" King, and was norriecliimidie Jr.
His mother was divorced and
she remarried Gerald R. Ford,
who formally adopted the boy
and gave him his own name
supporting' actress in the film.
Coppola was also nominated
in two other categories - best
picture ("The Conversation,"
which he produced and which
competed against "Godfather-
l1") and for best original
screenplay for "The Conversa-
tion."
Miss Burstyn, in a New York
play, and De Niro, making a
film in Italy, did not claim
their awards. Miss Bergman
was there and she received a
standing ovation from the ad-
miring audience.
"Amarcord," Frederico Fel-
lini's affectionate autobiogra-
phical film of prewar Italy, was
named best foreign language
film of the year.
Best song Oscar went to "We
May Never Love Like This
Again," from- "The Towering
Inferno." The disaster film also
won for cinematography and
M/M Sporting Goods Dept.
Jeff's
Get ready for the fishing season. We have the largest tackle display in the area.
All at discount •rices
each
With Purchase of $500 of
fishing tackle at regular
price.
Cordell's
Spinner
Bait -k
k,e)
Retiiii —$6.95
Regular —$2.99
Limit 2
Full zipper front parka with rub-
ber outside and inside, with 3 flap
pockets. under arm ventilating
eyelets, fully taped seams and ad-
jisittable sleeve snaps Bib overalls
have fully taped awns, partial
elastic adjustable sus-,nders,
nap-fly front and adjustable snap
uffs Sizes S-M-L-X
It's Spring
Cleaning Time!
Reorganize Your
Garage or Basement
Do It Right with
Metal Shelving
The closest thing to con-
troversy came when producer
Bert Schneider accepted the
award for beet documentary
feature for his film opposing
the Vietnam War, -Hearts and
Minds."
The producer read a tele-
gram of friendship from the
Viet Cong delegate to the Paris
Peace talks.
Later in the program the Mo-
tion Picture Academy answered
through emcee Frank Sinatra:
"We are not responsible for
any political references made
on this program tonight and we
4.0Baseball
Shoes!!
Black & White
Colors,
Boys
Size 1 thru
A
Mens Size 8
11 Hawaiian Tropic
"A Product of the Island"
Protective Gel,
Dark tanning lotion
Dark tanning oil
Pro tanning oil .
Royal Hawaiian Blend.
Forever tan aloe, We carry
all of them, for your tan-
ning needs.
TAKES HARD
WORK OUT OF
SANDING AND
POLISHING
144 Actually a dustless sander and 8$24.43 Valve if bought aisparatery. Save $
Polisher With dustiest attachment and sirdP•Per it's an ideal denfiral PliflOOte
sander with the polishing pad lt s a hr snood pohsher 10,0W orbits per
minute Int-hides 7404 Finish,ng Sander 74-001 dustiess sanding attachment.
314- 9" polishing pad. 12 sheets assorted grit sandpaper
7404 Finishing Sander 14.99
Covers a 40 ft. circle.
Can be used singly or in scr.,
for above ground sprinklintt
tilor
Stripes
Alka Seltzer
Alkalizing Tablets
25 Tablets
Jim Robinson
Democrat Candidate
For
Attorney General
Paid Political Advertisement Paid for by the Candidate
choice of Regular-Extra Hold -
Unscented-Ultimate
13-oz. Can
Moisturizing Lotion
41)1 Bottle
Reg. $3.65
— BAND-AID Brand
Plastic Strips
Value Pack 90 Bandages
Top Quality at the
lowest price
Available in White
plus latest decorator
shades
Compare with paint
priced up to 10.00 gal.
Uncle Jeff's Low everyday price
Beautiful long lasting
Protection made especially
for boats of all types
Compare with paint priced
up to 5.00 Quart
Available in 6 colors
With Flexible Spout
Lowest Price ever
Only A Few Left
2 Notice
Hoover Vac
Clinic Sat.
Murray
Home &
Auto
Oiestriut St.
00tlet•
A pruvuriatet 0,000 Sq. ft "
sciatat .pace .isaaahle at 2:
;mil Poplar Street., Westr-
Ilia* Tobacco Packing Cori,
Murray, . Phone 753-3342.
I ' 1 t
U.S
OWL
II SAW"
4
BEETLE BAILEY
FALL SPORTS PA
2. Notice
JalPa0 AUP1OA
pazpoqinv
uaa sSuiN
Return of
the Wagon
;he Vii;11' ^ thal is
Now selling. Push Ups, Pqp•
siciles Ice Cream Sandwiches
Eskimo Pies
-Specia/-
Sno Cones 10'
AL“ '7 1 8 Only
40U MAILED A LOVE LETTER
TO TRUFFLE5 PINT ,(0V/ LtIELL,,
TRUFFLE51,6E4rritta0T5i4E
LOVES ME! CO qat.) UNDERSTAND 7!
THIS WILL TAKE CARE OF-
M? J066isi6 FOR THE
REST OF THE WEEK
2. Notice
JACK AND JILL -
openings for children.
Infants-6 years. Drop-in
service. 753-9922.
6. Help Wanted
PART TIME office help.
Typing and shorthand
required. Apply to Box
574, Murray, giving age,
experience, marital
status, and education.
FEEL LONELY?
• Depressed? Dial NEED NEEDED SOMEONE to
753-6333. NEEDL1NE. sell Watkins Products.
Call 753-5550.
OKA*,.MIN wE RE
WAITING FOR Ti-IE PLA'i-
iN THE INN6 - PON&
ANL' POOL DtVIGIONG....
:3
6. Help Wanted
DOMESTIC HELP Will
pay minimum wage. Must
furnish own tran-
sportation. Call 753-1836.
EXPERIENCED Elec-
trical-Instrument
mechanic wanted for
chemical plant main-
tenance. Excellent pay
and fringe benefits, in-
cluding company paid
health insurace, life in-
surance, vacations,
pension plan. Applicant
should have previous
experience as electrical-
instrument maintenance.
Send resume to Van-
derbilt Chemical, Route 2,
Box 54, Murray, Ky. 42071
or phone Mr. Gene Smith
502-753-4926.
LIFEGUARD POSITION-
Murray - Calloway
County Country Club.
Start last week in May.
Approximately three
month position. Seven
days a week. Complete
resume to P. 0. Box 32-Q,
Murray, Kentucky.
Help Wanted
buy Moiling Work from your
bowie Isom as high as $150.00
Weekly. Foe information send
stamped s•If -add d en
yokes* to Wilhounson Enterprise
210 Sib Ave. lam 1162-AA
New York, N. Y. MIS
WANTED: AUTOMOTIVL
parts counter man. At
least five years ex-
perience. Salary open.
Send complete resume
with full references to
Post Office Box 76,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
FOR A REALLY good
sales position, call 901-
E42-2479.
1? Insurance
WE'LL HAVE THE
F NAL5 IN PIN- THE
TAlc. OP4-714E-OONKE/
Help Wanted
Waitress & First
Class Cook •
Cook mast be able to cook
welletlehles sod male pies.
No Phone Calls Please
See Hillman or David
Lyons
Rudy's Restaurant
Downtown Murray
DEPENDABLE HELP
needed, full time. Call for
appointment, at 753-7753.
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YOU'RE GETTING
TOO FAT---YOU
BETTER
GO ON A
CRASH
DIET
J
diir)
isftio
vio
-
ate S.....wra. AM_
18111111A
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•
THE CAVELANI25
MONSTER
6 fr 441HA
The sooner you call,
the sooner
you save
Phone 753-0489
14. Want, To Biy
COINS-AMERICAN Gold,
silver, or copper. Buy or
sell. Free appraisals.
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.
WANT TO Buy: Youth bed.
Call 753-0534 anytime
WANT TO Buy-Good used
dog house. Call 492-8727.
LARGE FARM. Row crop
or cattle. Would buy
whole operation. Call 753-
2211,Tripp Williams
Realty.
USED OFFICE desks and
chairs, filing cabinets,
electric adding machine
and electric typwriter.
527-9981.
15. Articles For Sale
CROCHETED RIPPLE
Afgan. Brown, orange,
and yellow. $25.00. Call
753-2853.
PRECUT PICTURE
frames, ready to
assembly, assorted sizes.
Murray Lumber Corn
pony.
A GOOD buy. give it a try.
Blue Lustre, America's
favorite carpet shampoo.
Big K, Belaire Shopping
Center.
15. Articles For Sale
LADIES' CLOTHING for
sale. Sizes 12. 14, and 16.
753-4768.
16 Home Furnishings
DAY BED, good condition.
Hide-a-Bed couch, and
chair. Boy's ten speed
bicycle. 753-2932
17. Vacuum Cleaners
THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26 Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see
us soon. Kirby Sates' de,
Services, 500 Maple
Street, 753-0359.
18. Sewing Machines
SINGER-TOUCH & Sew, in
beautiful walnut con-
sole-in like new con-
dition. Auto-reel bobbin,
Fully guaranteed. Pay
balance $88.90 or E-Z
terms. For free home
demonstration, call 753-
3316 anytime.
19. Farm Equipment
16' TILT trailer with two
axles. Call 753-7370.
TREATED FENCE posts.
Also treated barn poles
and lumber. 5 x 5s and
long lengths. Poplar Bluff
Treating Co., Highway 60
West, 314-998-255.5 or 314-
785-0700.
ONE ROW Avery tractor
with cultivator and disc.
$500. Call 753-3953
1974 GARDEN TRACTOR,
front and rear blade, with
three point hitch. Disc
and plow. 16 H.P. Sears.
436-5840.
TWO. ROW John Deere
corn drill. Case rubber
tire wagon. Good tractor
seed sower. Like new
Ford gandy fertilizer
spreader. All in good
stiape . 435-4362.
FORD 3000 gas tractor,
plow, disc, bushhog,
grader blade. Gall 753-
7370.
MASSEY FERGUSON
tractor 35, good tires,
good condition. Nine pigs,
40-45 lbs. 171/2' camper
trailer, sleeps six, ex-
cellent condition. Call 436-
2240.
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19. Farm Equipment
1951 FORD red belly
tractor with plow and
disc. Tractor and
equipment in fine con-
dition. 753-4342 or 753-
1930.
20 Sports Equipment
16' LONESTAR, 35 H. P.
Evinrude, trailer. $500
firm. Call 753-1701.
1966 26' Century hardtop
boat. Loaded. $4500. or
will trade for tradable
fiberglass with 1-0. 436--
2495.
TWO MAN fiberglass
sailboat with trailer, good
condition. 753-9884.
35 ft. RIVER QUEEN
houseboat, steel hull, two
motors, 5 KW generator,
bath with shower, air-
conditioner. $3500. 382-
2479.
22. Musical
UNIVOX GUITAR, am-
plifier, four 12" speakers,
200 watt. Cost $600. Will
' sell for $250. Call 753-2853.
BALDWIN .PIANOS and
organs. Rent to.purchase
plan. Lonardo Piano
Company, across from
Post Office, Paris,
'Tennessee. Also the
Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.
10 Percent above cost on
new shipment of
Wurlitzer organs and
pianos during April
shower of values. J & B
Music, Chestnut Street,
Murray.
OPENING FOR
MUSIC LESSONS
753-7575
&B Music
PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
CLEAN RUGS, like new, so
easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
PLANTS FOR sale-
tomatoes, peppers,
marigolds, petunias, etc.
Azalia and other shrubs.
Sawmill lumber, com-
post, at Old Murray
Sawmill, 753-4147.
SET OF mechanic tools
with roll around cabinet.
Fold down camper, sleeps
eight. Antique round
marble top table. 436-2587.
EXCELLENT TOMATO
plants, top varieties, 1403
Sycamore, Murray.
27. Mobile Home Sales
SELL OR TRADE -10 x 50
two bedroom Star. Front
kitchen, carpeted, storm
windows, house type
furniture including hide-
a-bed couch. Extra neat.
527-9981.
Free
Termite
Inspection
Avoid Costly
Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs
Phone 753-3914
24. Wscellaneous
FIREWOOD; $10 per rick,
delivered. 753-0271.
PRESTO LOGS, burns
clean, leaves no ashes.
Made from real wood.
Just add paper and light.
Murray Lumber Com-
pany, 104 Maple Street.
FENCE SALE. Sears 48"
and 60" chain link fence
on sale now through April
30th. Call Larry Lyles at
753-2310 for free estimate.
INSULATION BLOWN in
your attic by Sears expert
installers. Helps lower
heating and air-
conditioning costs. Call
Larry Lyles at Sears for
free estimate. 753-2310.
ANTIQUE OAK table with
four matching chairs,
refinished, ready to be set
- up. Reasonable. Nice
dresses - size 12. Mtn's
'dress (MA& Ave • 30-31.
. • ' Call 75XIE,11. FURNISHED APART-
.. 
AIR-COMPRESS Rs, . two 4bedrdoms. Zim-
. different sizes. Also gas merman Apartments,
pumps. Call 489-2490. • South 16th Street 753-
6609.
12 x 60 TWO bedroom, two
full baths, all electric,
underpinned, set up in
Stella Trailer Court. 753-
8548.
1972 12 x 65 Three bedroom,
carpet throughout,
central air and heat, 11/2
bath, large shed, washer
and dryer, underpinned.
Cheap! 753-7609.
12 x 603 bedroom, 1/2 bath,
underpinning, ready to
move in. Excellent
condition. Call or see R.
B. Dill 753-1551.
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
Homes highway 941.
29. Mobile Home Rental!,
TWO NEW 1975 all electric
homes, central heating,
water and garbage pickup
furnished. Located 11/2
mile east of Murray. Will
be available third week in
April. Call 753-8835 for
appointment.
FOX MEADOWS and
Coach Estates mobile
home parka,- oaalusite
residential • area, swim-
ming pool. Families only.
753-3855.
TWO BEDROOM mobile'
home, air-conditioned,
furnished, or unfurnished.
Approximately five miles
from Murray. Call 753-
6636.
TWO BEDROOM, air
conditioned, one mile out
of city limits on 121 South,
$75 monthly, $50 depsoit.
Call 753-6649. If no an-
swer, call 753-3175.
31. Want To Rent
YOUNG COUPLE looking
for place to rent in
country, not more than 10
miles from Murray. 753-
4917.
32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED THREE
room apartment ad-
joining college campus.
No pets or children. For
information call 753-3264.
FURNISHED APART-
MENT, large kitchen,
living room-bedroom
combination. Call 753-
8175.
PARTIALLY FUR-
NISHED duplex apart-
ment, three miles east of
Murray. Deposit
required. Call 753-6231.
WELL FURNISHED. 1303
Chestnut. L-shaped
living-dining room, kit-
chen, hall, two large
closets, bath, bedroom,
carpet, insulated drapes.
- adjoins college. 753-8648
5Ig
32. Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM , apart-
ffient, furnished or un-
furnished. Call 753-4331.
TWO BEDROOM garage
apartment, six miles east
of Murray. Garden
privilege, lawn mowed by
owner. 753-5733.
LARGE UPSTAIRS fur-
nished apartment,
private entrance, central
gas heat, air-conditioned,
$120 per month. No pets.
753-1203 or 753-1790.
THREE ROOM un-
furnished apartment,
close to town, private
entrance. Lights, water,
and telephone furnished
Elderly couple preferred.
753-6173.
-
MURRAY MANOR. - All
new, all electric, un-
furnished, one and two
bedroom apartments.
One Duiguid Road, just
off 641 North. 753-8668.
34. Houses For Rent
LARGE TWO bedroom
house with den on 1'2
acres. Central heat arid
air. Off 94 East (two miles
from Murray square).
Available June 1.
References and lease
required. 753-5672.
NILE SMALL furnished
house, close to university,
air-conditioned. Prefer
married couple or one
single. No childrer. or
pets. Call 753-3920.
THREE ROOM house in
country. Call 753-5942
before 9 p.m.
HOUSE AT 407 South 11th,
two bedroom. Available
at once, $100 per month.
Call Bob Miller, 753-2920.
FOUR BEDROOM brick,
$200 per month. John
Randolph Realty &
Auction, 753-8382.
36. For Rent Or Lease
--FOR RENT -
Private lot on Roberts
Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30 per
month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after
2 p. m. or 753-4655.
37. Livestock - Supplies
PUREBRED CHAROLIAh
bulb for sale. Robert IL
Smith Charolias Farm,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-2426.
38 Pets Supplies
PARADISE KENNELS -
Boarding and grooming,
Pick up and delivery
service now available.
Call 753-4106.
41. Public Sales
CARPORT SALE -
Saturday, April 12, 8 a.m.-
1 p.m. Clothes, furniture,
toys, and many items.
1303 Story Ave.
MOVING SALE: Must sell
everything. Vinyl recliner
chair, dining table and
chairs, Colonial bedroom
suite, portable television,
room size rug. G.E.
refrigerator. Come see at
1621 Hamilton or call 753-
0209.
YARD SALE-Friday and
Saturday 8-5. 910
Sycamore. In case of rain-
will be following Friday
and Saturday.
43 Real Estate
SPRING SPECIALS -One-
third to 17 acres John C.
Neubauer, Realtor. Bob
Rodgers, Associate.
Office 753-0101. home 753-
7116.
TWO NICE adjoining lots
on Lake Shore Drive in
Pine Bluff Shores. $3500
Cash or terms. Call 436-
2293 or write B. D. Young,
Hamlin, Kentucky 42046.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to 1444 you
43. Real Estate
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Giye us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
At today's prices this should be
in "Ripley's" -- 3 bedroom
frame with family room and
fireplace on 20 acres • fenced
for stock ...Only 527 500.
Nestled among nice homes In o
quiet neighborhood we have
found a practical thi,e
bedroom two both !wick close
to Murray Nigh 29 foot living
area plus formal living room and
ample storage
If you want room to . 'oily line
hero j•.4 &g coun-
try lot Thi, beautiful home has
three bedrooms two baths and
unbelievably priced in the low
20's.
Wilson Real Estate
Phone 753-3263
WILSON INSURANCE,
Real Estate,..atid Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you to call 753-3263
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.
44. Lots For Sale
ONE WATERFRONT lot
on Lake Barkley. Call 753-
3953.
46. Homes For Sale
NEW THREE bedroom,
two bath, den, heat and
air, in Sherwood Forest.
Call collect, Paducah, 443-
2189 after 5 p. m.
REDUCED FOR quick
_ sale, waterfront lot. Year-
round home. Central heat
and air with drive-in
basement. 436-5332.
BY OWNER: Brick three
bedroom, two bath,
central heat and air-
conditioning. Large
family room with
fireplace. Call 753-8120 or
see at 800 North 20th St.
SELL OR rent-two
bedroom house, nice
large lot, carport and
outside storage. 753-3293.
LYNWOOD ESTATES-
Only a short distance
from Murray, offers this
like -new home
surrounded by beautiful
shade trees, home has
three bedrooms, two
baths, den, garage,
spacious kitchen and
more. Lovely decor
throughout, completely
carpeted. Priced for only
$29,900. Don't delay, see
this one now. Moffitt
Realty, 206 South 12th St.,
753-3597 or evenings 753-
5068.
VERY NICE two bedroom
like-new home on High-
way 280, has carport.
large utility room,
situated on one acre.
$15,000. Use your VA on
this one. Call now for ar
appointment. Moffitt
Realty; 206 South '2th
Street, 753-3597.
BY OWNER - three
bedroom with living
room, family room, utility
room. Two acres under
grass. Outbuildings,
occupy June 15-20. 753-
9438.
THREE BEDROOM near
university, Robertson
School District. Lots of
storage. $27,500. Will
consider smaller house
for down payment. 753-
2649.
BY OWNER: Three
bedroom brick on ap-
proximately 120' x 150'
lot, with lovely land-
scaping, located at 1617
Kirkwood. Has large
kitchen with built-ins,
also large living room-
dining area, bath, utility
room, and lots of storage.
Stlling price $28,500. Call
for appointment. 753-8432.
f• •
• plus twenty years ex_ BY OWNER;_
perieince. Call 753-1651 or especially nice for
come by our office. We children. See at 812
like to talk REAL Bagwell Blvd. Please call
ESTATE. • • 753-9901 for showing.
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6. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom, newly
redocrated inside and out,
new carpeting, on acre
lot. One car garage. Two
miles from Murray. Call
for appointment. Call 753-
4931.
THREE BEDROOM brick,
baths, central heat
and air, carpet, built-ins,
patio, -double oar garage
and beauty shop. Large
acre lot, well landscaped,
and garden. Four miles
north of 641. Call 753-0099
for appointment.
BY OWNER: three
bedroom with living'
room, family room, utility
room. Two acres under
grass. Outbuildings.
Occupy June 15-20. 753-
9438
THREE BEDROOM brick
on Melrose, extra nice
and neat. John Randolph
lot
753-
Realty & Auction Cam-
pany, 753-8382.
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FOREST HILLS OAS $23.•
46. Homes For Sale
NEW HOME for sale in
Gatesboroughsri 1,-2 story,
contemporary styled.
Four bedrooms, three
baths. Many extras in
house including cathedral
ceiling, balcony, central
vacuum and intercom.
Call 753-9208.
For Sale
3 Bedroom brick, den
and kitchen, living
room, 2 baths, large
walk-in closet, large
recreation room, double
carport, storage
building, 1 acre lot, bet-
ween Kirksey and
Stella. $35,000.00. For in-
formation 489-2324.
BY OWNER: Brick 1%
story home, two blocks
from MSU, extensively
remodeled, featuring
original tongue and
groove paneling, three
bedrooms, 1,-2 bath, sun
porch, basement and
garage. Call 753-9545.
• WALLIS DRUG
'PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
ATTENTION FARMERS
Taylor Seed Co. has a good supply of high quality
Si high germ row crop seeds. Golden Harvest Seed
Corn Si Certified Soybean Seed. Varieties
are. Fssex, Forrest, York, Cutler 71, Williams.
We also have Attrex 80W and other herbicides.
Phone 753-5742
3 miles west of Murray on Hwy. 94
S.
Auction Sole
Saturday, April 12, 910 a. m.
fore of *oleo itew000r Tiwowissoo.
_
From Paris, Tennessee, -go to-Nevr-Camden-,
Highway 69, about 12 miles, turn left, go two miles
and watch for signs.
Lots of glass, pottery, iron, furniture, tools,
wicker, churns, crocks, jugs, quilts, .41 caliber
revolver, several old clocks, 7 h. p. riding power
mower - like new. Something for everyone - don't
miss it!
Estate of Kathleen Riggs, R. L. (Bob) Richar-
dson, Administrator
Shorty McBride
No. 247, Auctioneer
us tiey solo
Drinks end ofsts oveiieblo
Plenty of
•
AUCTION SALE
Sat., April 12, 10:00 O'Clock
)0 Miles mortis .,it of Pers. Teen 1 ode from Shady Grove Septist
Choral. 72 Miles front Murray , Ky. From Morrie/ go Miry. 641 tomtit to
Purvey, Tenn Torn 101 MI Borbeione Seed ea to Selena' Grocery two
ngit on Steady (novo Rd. es 4 moles to sale el Leslie Sort Fenn.
Selling 135 Massey Ferguson, Gleaner Combine, corn
olevator 32 ft. (Mayrath), Gehl Silage Wagon, 1 row
.urn picker, 3 pt. hitch mounted type, 3 14 in. spring-
Trip plow, 10 ft. IHC wheel disk with spring tooth
harrow, 4 row rotary hoe, Ford 3 pt. hitch mower, 4 row
cultivator, 4 wheel wagon, stock trailer tandem axel,
i4rain trailer, 8 h. p. Huffy lawn mower, 60 bu. seed
beans-cleaned, 150 bu. not cleaned, 1956 2 ton Ford
truck with all purpose dump bed, 1949 Chevy 2/4 ton,
126 ) pure bred charolais cows 5 with calves by side (1)
bull 9 bred Herefords, one Hereford with calf, (13)
steers and Herefords weight approx. 450 lbs., (50)
Feeder pigs, (3) sows with pigs and some bred gilts.
This is a good bunch of equipment and livestock and
also an open sale and will have more tractors and
equipment by sale day.
Beechams
Auction Service
Owner: Leslie Hart- -
Ph. 901-642-7671
geeChariaiiic -tiuneer;
Ph. 901-642-0919
Lic. No. 471
1.69
i.ono I
NTT
N.Y
46. Homes For Sale
For Sale
By Owner
New house,•3 bedrooms,
2 baths, located in city,
includes den, utility
room, full garage, car-
peted, central heat &
air, all built-ins. Listing
just ran out. Owner has
reduced asking price to
$28,500. UN day.7s3-0550,
NICE TWO bedroom house
at 1416 Vine, ideal for
young couple or elderly
couple. 753-9761. •
47. Motorcycles
HONDA 50, 1972. Top
shape. Call 753-4647.
HONDA 100 trail bike,
rebuilt engine. Also
trailer. $325. Call 753-853.
1972 YAMAHA 250. Call
753-0440.
1974 YAMAHA MX Trail
Bike, excellent condition.
Call 753-0530,
1972 HONDA 350. 4952
miles. Cover and two
helmets included. 753-6855
after 5 p.m.
48. Automottve Service
FOUR NEW Gregor mags,
fit any 13 inch wheel. And
new Gillette, raised white
letter tires. Trailer hitch
unit to fit Toyota, Cellica.
753-4002 evenings or 762-
6851 days. Ask for Bill.
49. Used Cars & lrucks
1973 CHEVROLET Pickup
Custom 10, power
steering and brakes, air,
automatic. 753-4095.
1972 CHEYANNE Pickup,
power steering, brakes
and air conditioning,
39,000 miles, $2500.00 Call
436-2584.
1965 DODGE pkiriip, $450.
Call 753-0619.
1973 OLDSMOBILE 98, low
mileage, two door, extra
sharp, astro wheels,
loaded. 753-5532.
1964 INTERNATIONAL
Travelall. Four wheel
drive. Good condition.
$400. 753-0703 after 4 p. m.
1973 GMC Sprint El
Camino, full power and
air, 350 engine, AM & FM
radio, with wood grain.
Real sharp. 82700. Coll
753-839'7.
1966 FORD FAIRLANE
500. 289 engine, one
owner, factory air,
automatic, good conditon,
low mileage. See at 230
South 15th, or call 753-
8186.
•
ASSIFIED ADS!
W ARINGTON
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49. Used Cars & Trucks
1968 GREEN Impala
Chevrolet, power
steering, brakes, has air
and is in good condition.
Phone 753-5754.
1968 FORD, two door,
power steering, air,
radial tires, good con-
dition, $550 firm. 753-1888
after 7 p.m.
CtitrifflOtRTirripats,
green with black vinyl
top, four door, factory air
and power. $1,000. See
Dan Shipley or call 753-
2878 or 753-4751.
1972 MONTE CARLO,
bucket seats, power
whitlows, AM-FM radio,
good 'condition. 753-9328.
1970 RED MAVERICK
Grabber, three speed, six
cyllnder. $900. See at
Southside IGA. 753-0974.
1970 JEEP CJ-5, AM-Fm,
air, wide wheels, roll bar,
1966 Jeep CJ-5, four
cylinder, cloth top. 753-
5644.
DATSUN PICKUP factory
air-conditioner, $360
installed. Call 436-2174.
1967 Dodge pickup with
maintenance bed. Phone
B. B. Dill, 753-1551.
1974 FORD pick-up truck,
custom, automatic, power
steering and brakes, V-8,
Low mileage. Bought
new, new tires, spare
never' been on ground.
Phone 753-6050 after 5:00
p.m.
1965 DODGE, long wheel
base, pickup. For sale or
trade for cheap three
point hitch tractor. 753-
3953.
PU
1968 DODGE Custom
Sportsman Van, 318 V-8,
automatic, excellent
condition. $1250. 753-3953.-
41.
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49. Used Cars & Trucks
MUST SELL: 1970 T-Bird,
brown with white vinyl
top. Good shape. 753-8280
after 5.
1971 FORD one ton dump
truck. Call 753-7370.
TRIUMPH 250 Sports car.
Perfect condition Must
sell. 436-2580.
50. Campers
CAMPING TRAILER,
good shape, 9325. Call 435-
4497 or 435-4526.
13' SCOTTY Travel
Trailer, easily towed by
small car. Excellent
condition. 247-3541 after 4
p. m.
8' FIELDS TRUCK camper
with jacks, gas range and
oven, Sears best chemical
toilet, icebox, water tank
with 12V pump, intercom,
sleeps four. $1000. 753-1566
after 5 p m or on
weekend.
CAMP-A-RANIA Sales,
Coachman, Trail Star,
Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers. mile 
east
of 68 and 641 
intersection.
Draffinville, Ky. Phone
527-7807.1965 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88, air, brakes, and
steering. Call 753-0440.
1965 CORVAIR, four speed,
good condition. Phone 753-
8545 or 437-4444.
1969 OPEL and 1970 Opel.
Truck camper. Axle and
wheels for house trailer.
492-8813.
1963 VOLKSWAGEN, good
condition. $250. Call 436-
5474.
TRUCK BEDS. Grain
trucks. 460 IH tractor.
1975 GMC with roll back
bed and winch. 1973 GMC
pickup. 1960 Chevrolet
pickup. 1974 Grand Prix
SS. May see at Ashland
Station in Coldwater.
Phone 489-2299 or 247-3895.
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
COMMISSION AND
DEPARTMENT FOR NATURAL
RESOURCES AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
'"--faitrriTnITORlrentuCity
Inquiries or request for copies of the regulation
contact the Division of .Water Resources at the
above address or call (502) 564-3980.
A hearing will be held to receive public comment
on proposed Regulation 401 KAR 4:030 by the
Department for Natural Resources and En-
vironmental Protection to fulfill the requirements
of KRS 13.085 and 224.033(17). This regulation
establishes minimum design criteria for dams and
associated structures in Kentucky. )
The hearing shall be held on May 6, 1975, at 10:00
AM, EDT, in Hearing Room G-2 (ground level), of
the Capital Plaza Tower, Frankfort. Kentucky
40601.
Written comments will be accepted for con-
sideration for a period ten days following the public
hearing date. Address your conirnents to Mr. Oscar
,Z1111cCutchen6 Director, Division of Water Resour-
ces, Department for Natural Resources and En-
- ProSeet+on Hoalit -6*-Itatal- Plaza,
51 Services Offered
WINDOW CLEANING and
carpet cleanini. service.
12 years experience. Free
estimates. Call 753-3351.
WILL DO garden breaking.
Terry Morgan, 753-
GET YOUR law mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, roto-
tillers, and small engines.
436-5525.
LICENSED EL•EC-
TRICIAN- Prompt,
efficient service No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605
WILL FILL out income tax
reports. T. W. Crawford,
attorney. 1107 Olive
Street. 753-1690
SMALL DOZER jobs.
Phone 753-7370 after 8 p.
ril•
WILL REPAIR guns, or old
clocks. All work
guaranteed. Call 492-8869,
James Buchanan.
WILL PLOW and disc
gardens by the hour or
job. Call 436-2471.
SPRAY PAINTING,
commercial, residential
Free estimates Call 753-
7915.
BREAK AND DISC gar-
dens_Call Amos Hill. 753- .,
5737.
•
LL
MA 1 D- £"
51. Services Offered
GUTTERING -SEARS all
aluminum seamless
gutters with baked on
white or colored enamel.
Call Larry Lyles at 753-
2310 for free estimate.
BOOFKEE
We'•••••• te..V. *a tom I
' .rer . • 4..4
51. Services Offered
CONTACT SCHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p. m.
PASCHALL PLUMBING &
ELECTRIC. Well pump
repair service. Call 753-
5674.
GARDEN BREAKING and
discing, bushhogging. See
Lonik Brown at Dill's
Trailer Court, Trailer 8,
or Route 7, Box 17, High-
way 94 West. If not home,
leave note.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 435-4480.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric
Repair Service. No jobs
too small. 436-5642
anytime during day.
BUSHHOGGING, PLOW-
ING, landscaping, gravel
hauling. Mrytle Bren-
neman, Pottertown Road,
436-2540.
ROY HARMON'S Car-
penter Shop (old ice
plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish
carpentry, contracting.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.
GENERAL CON-
TRACTORS. Storage
sheds up to 12 x 30, lake
cabins 24 x 24, gravel
hauling and driveways.
South of Murray to Paris
Landing. Lakeland
Construction, 4.36-2505.
EXPERIENCED
ROOFER will do build-up
roofing and water
proofing. Free estimate.
Will also mow lawns 753-
4465.
LAWN MOWING.
Dependable and reliable.
Call 753-0126 or 767-2554.
ELECTROLUX SALES &
Service Write C. M.
Sanders, Box 213 Murray
or call 1-382-2468, Far-
mington.
SH1R-CAR WELDING:
Small but efficient
fabrication or repair.
Now is the time to
prepare for spring. Free
estimates. Pick up and
delivery on request.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Call 753-0866.
NEW OR OLD, remodel
and repair. Brick, block,
tile, and pea gravel
__walks. See James
Hamilton. 753-8500.
NEED A NEW roof?
Quality work at an honest
low price. Free estimate.
Call 436-5574.
DEPENDABLE HIGH
School boy wants lawns to
mow. Call 753-6020.
THE OWE Shoppe, 1301
Main. April Special - 20
per cent off any piece ta
be stripped. 753-8240.
GRASS? Yes, I'm mowing.
Call 753-8161 after 5 p. m
Ifts:t1:4 I 41 a
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Salesman
Position Available
Contact
Donald R. Tucker
Realtor
SO2 Maple Street_
No Phone Calls Please
• ../f
e" 
Auction Sale
Every Friday night
at 641 Auction House
Paris, Tennessee
This week-color portable television (like new
metal wardrobe, oak tables, writing desk, bedroom
suite, living room suite, glass, dishes. Lots more.
Shorty McBride
No. 247, Auctioneer
Professional
Carpet
Cleaning
180 degree steam
cleaning, specialize in
stains, (Ink, paint and
grease)
Call
Tim Sigman
753-0934
CARPENTRY WORK.
Remodeling, room ad
ditions, any type of home
improvements. Free
estimates. 436-5840.
ALUMINUM SERVICE
CO.-Siding, carports,
awnings, patio coyers.
Will Ed Bailey, 492-8897 or
Bobby Lawrence 492-8879.
"CAVEAT EMPTOR"
Licensed Skipper will
help you commission the
"right" sailboat. For
sailing charter and in-
struction, call Ben Arm-
strong. 436-2174.
For Best Service On
'Alternators
'Starters
Electrical Work
Check Iwo 'II
Hutson Texaco
111 2 Moir
••••••••••
D.C.'s ROOFING - new
roofs, reroofs, repairs. All
work guaranteed. 437-
4496.
CLAYTON'S PAINTING
Co. - Interior and ex-
ierior, Commercial and
residential. Quality work,
reasonably priced. For
free estimate, Call 437-
4790 or 437-4712.
MODERN DRAIN cleaning
service-clogged up
sinks, toilets, bath tubs,
sewers Electric Sewer
Machines. Repairing of
water lines and faucets.
Call 435-2490.
yeargylIfilialleve•boarri**10.....**11011*. -
TEKATITIPT Mirk -flome-
by painting' Call a
professional painter
who's fully equipped. Con
489-2287 after 5 p.m.
We now have a new line of furniture
Any frame or fabric you
desire, 1 weeks delivery
from factory
'Chairs 'Love Seats 'Ottomans
"Hide-a-Bed, Queen Si Regular
,Sofa's (extra long &I regular)
A. few name brands: Scaly, Lazy Boy, Tell City,
Jtson;"rtiverstde, Broyhill
Dunn, Furniture, w& ttppliance
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Environmental Quality
Commission
And
Department For
Natural Resources
And Environmental
Protection Division
Of Water Resources
Notice of Public Hearing
A hearing will be held to receive public comment
on proposed Regulation 401 KAR 4:040 by the
Department for Natural Resources and En-
vironmental Protection to fulfill the requirements
of KRS 13.085 and 224.033 (17), This regulatioti is
necessary to exempt certain dams, embankments,
levees, dikes, bridges, fills and other stream ob-
structions proposed in conjunction with surface and
deep mining from the provisions of KRS Chapter 151
to avoid duplication of effort within the Depart-
ment.
The hearing shall be held on May 6, 1975, at 1:30
p.m., EDT, in Hearing Room G-2, (ground level), of
the - Capital Plaza Tower, Frankfort, Kentucky
40601.
Written comments will be accepted for con-
sideration for a period ten days following the public
hearing date. Address your comments to Mr. Oscar
T. McCutchen, Director, Division of Water Resour-
ces, Department for Natural Resources and En-
vironmental Protection, Room 628, Capital Plaza
Tower, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
Inquiries or request for copies of the regulation
contact the Division of Water Resources at the
above address or call ( 502 ) 564-3960.
Big Deal
T
rAx 5 f Tape
TtmeATIFci=esif eTij
)•ff
- Threo Pack Poly Bag
• 
Three standard cassettes
packed in Poly Bag "The
world wide leader in tape
  sound value"
Reg.
51.99
77-277' I
1 noterrhrog Canvas.
ao.p......
Nov
99c
Also available in 30,90,120 minutes
oottron
INFLATION
FIGHTER'S
Not 1, but 3
80 Minutes
Reg.
3.79 $245
We con compete -with price irt any discos,* kern w
wety .11811.14 
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center 753-5865
-a
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1 Funerals I
Brother Of Murray
Man, Carl Stout,
Dies At Knoxville
Malcolm Tom) Stout of
Williamsburg, brother of Carl
M. Stout of Murray, died Friday
at 5:20 p.m. at the University of
Tennessee Hospital, Knoxville.
He was 64 years of age.
Funeral services were held
Monday at eleven a.m. at the
Main Street Baptist Church in
Williamsburg with Rev. Claude
Thomas and Rev. Bill Childress
officiating. Burial was in the
Highland Cemetery there.
Su-vivors are his wife, Mrs.
Dorothy Stout; two daughters,
Mrs. John K. Keith and Mrs.
James B. Kennedy, Claxton,
Tenn.; three sons, James D.
Stout, Oak Ftidge,, Tenn., Morris
Stout, Maryville,—Tenn., and
Malcolm W. Stout, Everts,
— Tenn.; mother,- letri. •Tettnie
Stout, Williambsurg.
Also surviving are four
brothers, Carl M. Stout,
Murray, James A. Stout,
Kingsport, Tenn., John D. Stout,
Hammond, La., and Monroe
Stout, Oak Ridge, Term.; four
sisters, Mrs. Louise Pred, New
York, N. Y., Mrs. Betty Oser,
Lexington, Mrs. Harriet
Shipwash, Lenoir City, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Iry Elliott, Cherry
Hill, N. J.; nine grandchildren;
several nieces and nephews.
Howard H. Lee Dies
Suddenly Tuesday;
Funeral Is Friday
It TIMES, Wednesday, April 9, 1915
Howard H. Lee of Hazel died
suddenly Tuesday about 4:30
p.m. at his home. He had just
finished plowing his garden
when his sudden death oc-
curred.
Mr. Lee was 79 years of age.
Born December 4, 1896, in
Calloway 'County, he was the
son of the late Robert Bruce Lee
and Elizabeth Bucy Lee. He and
his wife, the former Edith
Howard, who survives, were
married November 11, 1920.
Survivors are his wife; two
daughters, Mrs. Peggy Gibson
of Hazel and Mrs. Charlotte
Morticcia of Trovose, Pa.;
three sons, Sam Bruce Lee of
Hazel, Joe Pat Lee of Murray.
and James Lee of Detroit,
Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Edna
Shipley of Murray; two
brothers, Carl and Lynn Lee,
both of Hazel; sixteen grand-
children; five great grand-
children.
The deceased was a member
of the Hazel Baptist Church
where funeral services will be
held Friday at two p.m. with
Rev. James T. Garland of-
ficiating.
Pallbearers will be Jerry,
Glen, and Barry Lee, Tarry
Gibson, Carl Dalton, and Joseph
Paschall. Burial will be in the
Hazel Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel where
friends may call
Wanderers Quartet
To Be At Old Salem
Bro. Newberry To
Be Gospel Speaker
Bro. Ronnie Newberry will be
the speaker for a gospel
meeting at the Hickory Grove
Church of Christ on Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday, April 11-
13.
Services will be held at 7:30
The Wanderers Quartet, a
mixed group from Dresden,
Term., will be the featured
quartet this Sunday at Old
Salem Baptist Church. Other
quartets, special music groups,
and music directors and
pianists are always welcome,
said Rev. Leon Drennan,
church pastor, and Rev. Leon
Harp, minister of music.
Regular services include
Sunday School at ten a.m.,
worship services at eleven a.m.
Church Training at five p.m.
and vesper service at six p.m.
Congregational singing will be
from two to four p.m.
The public is invited to attend
and for information or tran-
sportation, call 436-8808, a
church spokesman said.
Ronnie Newberry
each evening and at the regular
Sunday morning worship hour._
The regular monthly singing
will be at Hickory Grove on
Sunday, April 13, at two p.m.
The public is invited to the
gospel meeting and the singing,
a church spokesman said.
Murray Lions Club
Hears Dr. Keller
Billy Wessel and Bill Loyd
were installed as new members
of the Murray Lions Club
Tuesday night. The installation
was conducted by Past
President Robert Hendon.
Dr. Howard Keller of Murray
Rate University was the guest
speaker to the Lions. He gave a
slide presentation and
discussed his trips to Russia.
The Lions were given route
assignments and information
for the light bulb and broom
sale to be held April 21 and 22.
Parents. . .
(Cantered from Page 1
state assists the parents with
support money, which is really
little more than token.
Although the rates increase
with the child's age, a basic
board rate of from $2.75 to $3.25
is paid for each day the child Is
housed. A clothing allowance of
from $5 to $20, a monthly
allowance for the child of up to
$6 and an incidental allowance
of from $3 to $5 monthly is made
by the state.
Some other expenses are
allowed by the Bureau, but are
carefully scrutinized, and most
must be accompanied by proper
receipts
As its name implies, the
Bureau of Social Services also
offers help for behavioral
problems. "Service workers
call on each placed foster child
once a month, and deal with any
problems that have appeared,"
said Mrs. Daughaday.
Most foster children in this
county are teenagers, and there
is a greater need for foster
parents to take teenagers than
for homes for younger children,
who are quite sought after by
some would-be parents, she
added.
"The money is so little and
the problems so numerous,
there really are no words to
describe foster parents," said
Mrs. Daughaday. "They're a
marvelous and very special
group of people."
CLARIFICATION
The James E. Hendrix listed
in the delinquent tax ad-
vertisement of the Calloway
County Sheriff's office is not the
James E. Hendrix of Pine Bluff
Shores.
IPIP. STOCK MARKET*
Prices of stocks ot local interest at noon
today burnished to the Ledger & Tunes by
I. M. Siznen Co. areas follows:
Airco 
Amer. Motors  une
Ashland 00 19 +%
A T. & T.  411% +%
Boise Cascade 16% +%
Ford 354 dac
Gen. Motors 4045 +%
Gen. Tire 13% +"a
Goodrich 16 -t-a
Gulf Cal 19%
Pennwalt 34% +tis
Quaker Oats 14% +%
Singer 11 -NI
Tappan 6 one
Western Union 13 une
Zenith 16% +h
Making a speech to the In-
diana regiment on March 17,
1865, President Abraham Lin-
coln said, "Whenever 1 hear
anyone arguing for slavery, I
feel a stronistimpulse to see it
tried on him ellersonally,"
Prices orsiack et local interest at noon,
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
U S. Homes 6 -%
Kaufman & Broad 7+%
Ponderosa Systems I +4
Kimberly Clark 36% une
Union Carbide 56% +%
W. R. Grace_ • 25 unc
Texaco 
General Bier 45% inc
GAF Corp 9% +%
Georgia Pacific 36% +%
Pfizer 3245
Jim Walters 33% +45
Kirsch 15% uric
Disney 50 iuic
Franklin Mint ' 19% +
Matly_a_m_qicians
To Speak At MSLI
Twelve mathematicians from
across the state are scheduled
to speak Friday and Saturday,
April 11 and 12, at the annual
meeting of the Kentucky Sec-
tion of the Mathematical
Association of America to be
held at Murray State Univer-
sity.
Dr. Leonard Gillman,
University of Texas at Austin, is
the principal speaker. An in-
ternationally-known mathe-
matician, Dr. Gillman will
address the group twice in
Room 208 of Faculty Hall. At
7:30 p. m. Friday, he will speak
on "How to Pick a Wife," and at
8:45 a. m. Saturday, he will
speak on "Rings of Continuous
Functions."
More than 75 mathematicians
from across the state are ex-
pected to attend. Five faculty
members from the Department
of Mathematics at Murray State
are on the program along with
speakers from other univer-
sities, colleges and communityi
colleges across the state. The
Murrayans are: Professors
Hazel Cowin, Harvey Elder,
Gary Jones, Wadi Mahfoud and
Jack Wilson.
The association also sponsors
a state-wide mathematical
contest for high school students,
the winners of which will be
announced at the Friday night
session.
All sections of the meeting are
open to the public. Additional
information may be obtained
from Dr. Harold G. Robertson,
chairman of the Department of
Mathematics at Murray State.
Dr. Robertson also is chairman-
elect of the Kentucky section of
the association.
Hog_Markei
Federal State Market News Service April
9. 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 505 Est 820 Barrows & Gilts
91 higher Sows mostly 50 higher
US 1-2200-230 lbs 640.00.4026 some at 40 50
US 1-3 190-240 lbs 939.75-46.00
US 2-4240-260 lbs 139.00-3975
US 3-4260-280 lbs es.50-39 00
Sows
US 1-2370-390 lbs 933 00-34 00 some at 34.50
US 1-3300-450 lbs 933.50-34.50
US 1-3 450-650 lbs 936.00-37.33
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. 132.00-3300
Boa rs 26 00-2800
Joe Harmon, First Class Scout or Boy Scout Troop 77, WAS
selected as winner of the Unit Annual Inspection of the
troop. Capt. Larry Doyle of Armi, Reserve, left, was the in-
specting officer.
Joe Harmon Winner Annual
Inspection Held By Troop 77
Bean And Ham Supper
To Be Held At Church
A Bean and Ham Supper will
be held at the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church
on Saturday, April 12, with
serving to start at 5:30 p. m.
The supper, sponsored by the
Blankenship Circle, will include
ham, beans, and homemade
pie Prices will be $1.75 for
adults and $1.25 for children
twelve and under.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 360.2,
down 0.6. Below dam 338.5,
down 0.5.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 360.1,
down 0.6. Below dam 346.2,
down 0.4.
Sunset 7:25. Sunrise 6:31.
Moon sets 7:03 p. m., rises
Wednesday 6:12 a. m.
Joe Harmon was named as
the winner of the annual in-
spection held by Boy Scout -
Troop 77 of the First Christian
Chusleh. The uniform inspection
is a program event that is a part
of the annual charter renewal.
Harmon is a First Class
Scout. Second place went to
Eagle Scout Kent Harmon and
third place to Star Scout Larry
Smith, Scouts John King and
Sister Of Murray
Woman Killed In
Vietnam Crash
The tragedy of the plane
crash carrying 243 Vietnamese
orphans to the United States
last Friday has brought tragedy
to the family of Dr. and Mrs. T.
Wayne Beasley of Murray. Dr.
Beasley is a member of the
history faculty at Murray State
University.
Mrs. Beasley's sister, Mrs.
Nova Lynn Orange Bell, age 28,
and her son, Mike, age ten, were
aboard the airplane when it
crashed and were reported
killed. Her daughter, Andrea,
age five, was injured.
Mrs. Bell arid her children
were with their husband and
father, Sgt. Bill Bell who was
serving with the U. S. Army in
Saigon, South Vietnam. This
was his thrid tour of duty there
and after the truce was stigma
last year, Mrs. Bell and family
joined him there last August.
The deceased woman was the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. C
Orange of Hickory, Term. Mrs
T. Wayne (Kay) Beasley has
been with her parents since
word of the tragedy reached
them, and Mr. Beasley said this
morning that the family had
talked with Sgt. Bell since the
plane crash but details were
sketchy.
John-f.- Brodie To
Speak At First
Assembly Of God
John F. Brodie, missionary,
Bible scholar and teacher, will
be at the First Assembly of God,
S. 16th and Glendale, with his
dispensational chart for a four
night teaching session on the
dispensational truths of the
Bible.
The meetings will begin
Thursday night, April 10 and
continue through Sunday night,
April 13, starting at 7 p.m. each
night.
Pastor Jerry Hendley invites
the public to attend.
Ruling Star Lodge
Host, District
,
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The Diamond 
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JEWELERS 8.1-Air ,Shopping Center MURRAY
0- 11101E1.50H' \l/ Open Late _ _ 3 0 IC e son's Cairo. Union CityFriday( and M. Manes Jewelers, Paducah .1,
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 Free
and Accepted Masons Prince
Hall Affiliated of Kentucky,
entertained the Far Western
District at the Masonic Hall on
Walnut Street, Murray, on
Sunday, April 6.
Seven lodges were
represented with seventy-four
masons in attendance. Leroy
Farris, Grand Lecturer of
Lousiville, was the guest
speaker.
Following the meeting a
dinner was served at the
Community Center on Second
Street
Lodge officers are Loyd
Arnold, D. D. G. M., Frank
Brown, Jr., D. G. L., and James
Foreman, D. S. T.
Amateur Radio Club
Plans Meet Tonight
The Murray State University'
Amateur Radio Club will hold
its monthly meeting tonight
( Wednesday ) at '7:30 at the Hard
Mark Young were runners up.
Capt. Larry Doyle. Company
D, 3rd Bn,' 398th Regiment,
100th Division Army Reserve
was the inspecting officer and
commented that selecting the
"Best Dressed" scout was
difficult because the boys all
wore the uniform so well.
The remainder of the troop
meeting was devoted to Com-
pletion of the Fingerprinting
Merit Badge under the direction
of State Highway Patrol Officer
Gary Smith.
Unit elections were also
conducted and new officers
chosen were Senior Patrol
Leader Joey Grasty, Assistant
Senior Patrol leader Doug
Craftcat, Scribe Mark Young,
Librarian Eddie Bettsworth,
Quartermaster John Hart,
Patrol Leaders Mark Smith,
Chris Cropper, and Dwain
Hampton.
Boys, eleven years old and
interested in scouting, are _in-
vited to attend the unit meetings
Monday night at 6:30 p.m. at the
First Christian Church.
SLAVE DAY
Slave day will be held by the
Penny Pinchers 4-H Club on
Saturday, April 12. Persons
needing house or yard work
done many call 753-4439 or 753-
6674.
Middle School Band
Concert Thursday
The Murray Middle School
Band will present its annual 
spring concert Thursday at the
Middle School gymnasium at
7:30 p. m.
Featured on the program will
be the sixth, seventh and eighth
grade bands and the stage band.
The concert is free and open to
the public.
Mrs. Ward Speaks
On Need Line At
Kiwanis Meeting
Mrs. Joe Pat Ward, originator
and director of Need Line,
discussed its functions Thur-
sday evening at the Kiwanis
Club. Mrs. Ward said that Need
Line functions as an in-
formation center, screening and
referral system and a listening
ear for the problems of in-
dividuals in our community.
Since Need Line began
operating in March 1974. over
900 contacts have been made,
and over 300 Case Records are
on file. All case records are held
in strictest confidence with gelly
two people having access' to
same. The records are not
available for any legal matters.
Most clients are over twenty-
five years of age and rank in the
order of general Information,
emotional and physical
problems.
Mrs. Ward stated that Need
Line hoped to support existing
agencies in channeling clients
to the best resource available
for their particular problems.
Dr. Harold Eversmeyer, past
Lt. Gov., introduced the
speaker, and Dr. Robert Daniel,
president, presided at the
mee ting
Clyde Miller, Jack Vincent,
Hoyt Wyatt, and Neil Woodruff We have 14
were guests of the club They prefer
Hazel Lodge No. 831
Plans Friday Meeting
Hazel Lodge No. $31 Free and
Accepted Mesons will meet
Friday, April 11, at 7:30 p.m. at
the lodge hall at Hazel.
Bruce Wilson, master, urges
all Master Masons to attend.
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Rudy 's Restaurant
Murray, Ky.
New Hours
Our Sunday Business Has Been
Beyond Our Expectations
excell3nt employees to consider.
to go to church or do other things
on Sunday. Taking this into consideration will
be
Open
Saturday Night
And Closed On Sunday
Many Thanks
Hillman Lyons
INFLATION
STOPS HERE!
This Vw Polyester CordTire Helps Hold The Line On Price
**, •
50
878-13 blackwall
plus $1.88 F.E.T.
and old tire
All-Weather78
,:oodyear's new All-Weather /8 is built
with polyester cord that's first tempered
in an exclusive Goodyear process to set
the cord at optimum strength and resil-
ience. The wide 78-series tread is "reverse
molded," a technique borrowed from race
tire production. In reverse molding. the
contour of the tread surface is slightly
concave as it comes from the mold — so
that when the tire is inflated, the tread
makes full, fl-at contact with the road
And the rib•type tread design is well
grooved, with plenty of traction edges to
provide decisive grip. In every detail, this
new All-Weather 78 gives you honest
quality, at a price that's in step with the
time.
$20"
5711-14 blackwan
$2285
F78-14 fisfaickwall
$2385
078-14 Mac Orwell
$249°
G78-119 blackwall
Plus $2.33 to $2.69 F.E.T., desiendirig or size, and old tire. Whitewalls available in most sires at slightly higher price,
GOOD1VEAR
6 tiitys to Buy'
at Goodyear
• Our Own Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge • BankAmericard
• American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
See Our Professionals for First Class Auto Service
FREE Flashlight
•
With purchase of $5.50 or more in
auto service at participating
Goodyear Stores and Dealers .
• (minks -2--"D" size
batteries
• New easy-to-store
shape
• Great for home or
auto use
• Carry in rocket or
putsc
Front-End
Alignment
• Complete analysis and align-
ment correction — to increase Hee —
mileage and improve steering
safety • Precision equipment.
used by experienced profes-
sionals, helps ensure a precision
alignment
$888 Any U madecar - Partsextra only
if needed
Engine
Tune-Up
• With electronic equipment
professionals fine-tune your en-
gine, installing new points, plugs
& condenser • Helps maintain a
smooth running engine for maxi-
mum gas mileage • Includes flat.
sun, Toyota, VW & light trucks
$36955
our
Add $4 for 8 cyl ,
92 for MT cond.
Mk_ -.....---morave....10110.411......11  Saab 1 2014 titendale-...-7----ac 
Any one interested in
amateur radio is invited to
attend, a club spokesman said.
— 753-054.5
Reg. Store Hours: Mon. I Fri. 7:30 to 8:00 Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat. 7:30 to 5:30
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PREPARING A GARDEN—Gingles Barnes, 63, who has been farming all his life untilhe suffered a heart-attack some six-years-ago prepares his % acre garden (top). Belowleft, he plants some English_peas. In the photo at lower right one can see that plantingyour own garden does take some hard work as Barnes uses a hankerchief to mop hisbrow. Barnes lives in the Westwood Subdivision in Calloway County.
(Photos bs Wilson WooAiry)
1 4 1/PADUCAH: Downtown & Crossroads
MAYFIELD: On The Square
MURRAY: Bel Air Center
McKENZIE, TENN. Shopping Plaza
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EXACTIS AS SKETCHED
Wide Leg
Blue Dentrra
Size 3-15
By JIM ADAMS • •
WASHINGTON (AP) — NUM'
members of the Howe and the
Senate say they found a feeling
among constituents during the
Easter recess that Cambodia
and South Vietnam are lost and
that any new U.S. military aid
would be wasted.
But some of the lawmakers,while reporting the views of
their consUtuents, were more
cautious about describing theirown sentirnents and future ac-
tions. Some said they would
wait until President Ford deliv-
Calloway FFA Chapter
Wins Regional Honors
The Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America entered
twenty-one regional contests on
March 25 and April 1 at the
annual IPIPA— Poi chase
Federation held at Murray
State University.
All superior first piece entries
will advance to the state con-
tests in June. Contests are rated
superior, excellent, good, and
fair. Calloway had the following
results:
Steve McCuiston, public
speaking and dairy production,
Barry Joseph, dark fired
tobacco, and Kerry  Wyatt,
soybeans, superior first; Mark
Wilson, impromptu speaking
beef, Joe Dan Taylor, im-
promptu speaking swine, Krit
Stubblefield, impromptu
speaking dairy, Danny Kingins,
creed speaking, Mark Wilson,
sot], water and air
management, Joe Dan Taylor,
swine production, Mark Wilson,
hay crops, Mack Harris, corn
production, and -both chapter
meeting and scrapbook,
superior; Kerry Wyatt, burley
tobacco, Don Nance,
secretary's book, Mack Harris,
treasurer's book, and Kerry
Stone, beef production, ex-
cellent; Toni McCallon, im-
promptu speaking horticulture,
good.
In addition Steve McCuiston
was selected as one of tiio state
officer candidates from this
region to be interviewed for
(state FFA officer. Mark -Wilson--
has been elected as regional
FFA vice-president for 1975-78.
The chapter had four first
place winners, fifteen
superiors, three excellent, and
three good ratings, according to
the chapter's news release
ers rus toreign policy address
Thursday night.
Rep. Tom Steed, R-Okla.,
said: "It seems to me it's just
like the folks down home said:
'It's all over but the shouting."
Steed, until now a staunch
supporter of U.S. aid for In-
dochina, said he won't vote for
any more.
Referring to voter sentiment,
Sen. Frank L. Moss, D-Utah,
said; "They're saying no, a
loud, loud no."
Rep. G. V. (Sonny) Montgom-
ery, D-Miss., a supporter of
U.S. aid, harshly criticized the
South Vietnamese forces' col-
lapse.
Montgomery said he would
vote more military aid "if
they've got a halfway chance"
but said of his constituents.
"Most of them said don't give
them any more money unless
they stand and fight."
However, former California
Gov. Ronald Reagan said con-
gressional failure to support
South Vietnam is "the most ir-
responsibTe—action of the Con-
gress of the United States in
tht last 100 years of our his-
tory."
Speaking in a London tele-
vision interview, Reagan said
the "United Staiea should con-
tinue to support its pledge to
support the South Vietnamese
and Cambodia."
Training Exercise For
ROTC Cadets Scheduled
HOPKINSVILLE—Members
of the HopkinsvWe battalion of
the 100th Army Reserve
Division will conduct a one-day
training exercise April 11 at Ft.
Campbell for approximately 120
ROTC cadets from Murray
State University
The exercise will mark the
fourth consecutive year the
Reservists have conducted
training for the cadets at Ft.
Campbell. In the past the
training has been for two or
three days and has included
rifle marksmanship, orien-
teering, night compass course
training, and instruction with
the protective mask.
This year, however, the day's
training will be limited to
familiarization and record
firing with the M-16 rifle, and
touring the Kentucky military
base, according to Bob Miles,
sergeant major of the
Hopkinsville battalion.
Miles said that Reservists
from A and B Companies in
HopkinsviLle will be responsible
for running the ranges and
conducting the training.
Company A, commanded by
CPT Clarence Grigsby, will be
in charge of the record firing
while the "zero" range will be
run by members of B Company.
CPT. Ronnie Moss is the
commander of B. Company
The battalion operations of-
ficer, CPT Bill Adams, will be
the overall coordinator for the
day.
The MS-IV cadets (seniors
will have the opportunity, after
completing the record firing
with the M-16, of spending the
day with officers of the same
branch to become familiar with
their jobs.
The host Ft. Campbell unit for
the exercise will be the 29th
Transportation Battalion.
Being bitten by a dog can be fun. However, if the
dog is engaged to your best friend, it can be embarrassing.
If you are looking to get bitten by a four-legged dog,
there are several things you can do:
a) Make a noise like a bone.
b) Dress like a cat.
c) All of the above.
Some people think being bitten
by a dog is a pain in the leg. This is
not always so. Some dogs are
very tall.
, 4 A.m.....
Warning• P- Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarei• ;making Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Department for Human
Resources' (DHR ) new "Grow
Kentucky Green" campaign
urges everyone to plant a
garden this spring. •
The home gardener can
harvest over $30 worth of fresh
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The latest package of anti-
crime grants for Kentucky in-
cludes about $1 million in feder-
al funds and $276,500 in state-
matching money.
Grants include
—$120,000 to the Kentucky
Justice Department, for eval-
uation of criminal justice pro-
grams.
—$102,000 to the Jefferson
County school board, for a proj-
ect dealing with juvenile delin-
quency.
—$265,800 to Montgomery and
Hardin counties and Covington,
Ashland and Owensboro, for
school-sponsored programs to
curb delinquency and truancy.
—$93,600 to Jefferson County,
for a mini-residential treatment
facility for emotionally dis-
turbed delinquents.
—$35,566 to the Univtrsity of
Louisville and Eastern Ken-
tucky University, for a joint
doctoral program in justice
administration.
HORSE POWER
MALLORY CREEK, Ore.
I AP) — Harold Benson and
Ray Melvin are finding it prof-
itable to switch from gasoline
as their 'fuel" source for a
Potlatch Corp. logging contract.
They are using draft horses
to remove remnants of a pre-
vious stand of old trees which
tower over a thick new crop of
young trees.
According to James Thie-
mens, Potlatch area forester,
many of these old stands do not
attract contract loggers who
have invested in modern me-
chanical equipment.
---,-Marion Harris-
Oporator
LAM CUurtner
Owner 8 Operator--
sl S°'' Permanent
for only SHY))
Thur April
Uniperm
$2000
Good on any type of hair
All Wigs - $800
Tue.-Sat.
753-0757
vegetables from a 10-foot
square piece of land. The initial
investment is under $5 for seed
and $1 for fertilizer.
For the food stamp recipient,
this year's garden will cost the
price of fertilizer alone.
"Recipients can purchase
garden seeds and vegetable
plants with their stamps," said
Lucille Brislan, nutritionist for
the Food Stamp Program in the
Bureau for Social Insurance,
DHR.
DHR's campaign for gar-
dening began with Mrs. Brislan.
She has contacted the
Cooperative Extension Service
of the University of Kentucky
(UK) to find out what gardening
services they can offer. "To find
out how, when, where and what
to plant, contact the service,
which has an agricultural agent
and a homemaker in each
county," said Mrs. Brislan. The
local telephone number is listed
in the phone directory under
each county's name.
The vegetables from a well-
tended, 10-foot square garden
will provide substantial food
supplement for a four-member
family, said Dean )(navel, Ph.-
D., professor for the Depart-
ment of Horticulture, UK.
"A garden can be kept going
throughout the summer with
two and three plantings for
many vegetables." said Knavel.
It could inclnde green peppers,
tomatoes, beans, onions,
squash, cucumbers, radishes
and spinach.
One way to decide if soil is
fertile is to look at what is
growing in the spot before
tilling. "If things are growing
poorly — including weeds —
some extra nutrients may be
necessary. The best way to tell
is by having the Cooperation
Extension Service fun a soil test
to rind out the phosphorus,
potassium and "pH"
(acidelkaline content) of the
soil,' said )(navel. The testing
usually costs $1.
"Some people, though, may
not have the time or the space
for gardening. When an outdoor
space is simply not available, a
window sill will do." Mrs.
Brislan said.
"People can grow a tomato,
pepper plant or other vegetable
ins pot indoors. It can serve the
same decorative purpose as a
floral plant, being fruitfull as
well," she added.
March 29, 1975
Adults 98
Nursery 8
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Nosikoli, (iii
Ellen T.), Rt. 8, Box 70-A.
Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Barbara Sue Kinsey and
Baby Boy, Rt. 8, Benton, Mrs.
Robbie Moody, Rt. 5, Murray,
Mrs. Susan Gay York, Rt. 1,
New Concord, Mrs. Martha Ann
Jackson, 1313 Poplar, Murray,
Tan L. Thornton, 902 Story
Ave., Murray, William E.
Hunter, 214 Almiron, E. Peoria,
III., Mrs. Mary Clementine
Herndon, Rt. 5, Cadiz, Carnie
Hendon, 1603 Magnolia,
Murray, Bluford Harvey Dixon
expired), Rt. 1, Kirksey.
Call 753-5782 for appointment
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Would You Believe ‘Sootburgers' Next?
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. and limestone sandwiches if an
( AP) — Menus could one day artificial diet developed by a
list such items as sootburgers Nova University chemist
Posey Serves At Psychology Meeting
Dr. Thomas B. Posey,
associate professor of
psychology at Murray State
University, served as chairman
of a paper session and
presented a paper at another
session during the 21st annual
meeting of the Southeastern
Psychological Association in
Atlanta March 27-29.
Posey, who headed the
Dr. Thomas B. Posey
session focused on "Visual
Perception" March 28 after he
had read a paper the previous
day, was one of four facQy
members and 10 students from
the Department of Psychology
at Murray State to attend the
meeting.
Others from the faculty who
attended were: Dr. Charles
Homra, chairman; Dr. L.
Charles Ward and Dr. Mark
Cunningham, associate
professors. Ward also presented
a paper.
The paper read by Posey for
the "Sensation and Perception"
session was entitled "The
Discrimination of Number of
Simultaneously Presented
Tactile Stimuli." He was
assisted in the preparation by
Michael R. James, a graduate
student.
Ward read a paper March 27
entitled .̀'Effects of Serial-
Hospital Report—
March 28, 1975
Adults 101
Nursery 8
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Duncan (mother,
Linda Sue), Gen. Del. Almo,
Baby Boy Spencer, (mother,
Linda L.), 608 S. 17th, Apt. No.
23, Mayfield, Baby Boy War-
muth (mother, Pamelia Jean),
Rt. 2, Benton, Baby Boy Orr
(mother, Carolyn K.), Rt. 7,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Vida Peggy Davis, 514 S.
7th, Murray, Mrs. Nora
Kathleen Brewer, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Vernell Story, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Ann W. Thomp-
son, 1521 Oxford, Murray, Mrs.
Dorothy L. Grogan, 2308
Coldwater Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Reba Lee Ford, Rt. 9, Benton,
Mrs. Christie Leigh Stephens,
Rt. 8, Box 582, Murray, Mrs.
Jean Audrey Hurt, 708
Calloway, Murray, Edward P.
Parham, 490 Evergreen St.
Dresden, Tenn., Mrs. L.arue H.
Sledd, Rt. 1, Murray, Ira Rudy
Tripp, 1610 Sunset, Murray,
Miss Susan M. Holtzshuh, Rt. 6,
Box 199, Murray, Mrs. Marie T.
Dodd and Baby Boy, Rt. 8, Box
• 215, Murray, Mrs. Sondra Kay
Waldrop and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Carol Lee Thomas
and Baby Girl, Rt. 5, Box 343 E.
Benton, William Adams, Rt. 2,
Murray, William H. Brittain,
Hales Tr. Ct. No. 25, Murray,
Mrs. Lois Noma Workman, Rt.
1, Alm°, Mrs. Gladys Brown,
405 S. 2nd, Murray, Mrs. Rosa
0. Clayton, 101 Riley, Murray.
In Pertic im iR
BE"
RS
M.S.U.
Fieldhouse
April 15, 1975
7:30 p.m.
nckeLs on
sale at.,.
Peoples Bank
Bank of Murray
Dennison Hunt
Montgomery word
Tickets:
Students & Children -$3.00 -
GPflergtATIMITOSCIRPOttdh 1!"- •-•
$4.00
Reserved Seats $5.00
Sponsored by Murray
Calloway' County Jaycees.
position Cues upon Serial-
anticipation and Serial-recall
Learning" in a session on
"Human Learning." He was
assisted in research by three
students — Diane Carpenter,
Julia Cveticanin and Albert A.
Maisto.
About 3,000 psychologists and
students attended the three-day
meeting.
-
proves as healthy for people as
it has for rats.
For the past two years, Dr.
Murry Tamers has fed labora-
tory rats a diet of recycled in-
dustrial waste and limestone.
Specially converted, it becomes
a slighty salty white substance
he says is not only edible but
nourishing.
Rats flourish on it, he says.
Tamers says such a product
could not only boost the world's
food supply but could also help
alleviate pollution.
He says the basic raw mate-
rial is "actually a poor-quality
coke. We get it from a machine
manufacturer in Princeton,
N.J. It's a filthy subatance.
Terrible!"
First, the soot is heated to 1,-
000 degrees centigrade to drive
off its hydrogen. Then, It is
mixed with molten lithium met-
al and water and purified.
The result is a man-made
carbohydrate, he says.
"The main value would be
calories and bulk," Tamers
says.
As for taste, he says the sub-
stance simply tastes like what-
ever it is added to -."We
could make it taste like lobster
if we wanted to."
• OW r.• . • ..• • ••• . •. ".";;;;17.7;:e:-.• 0 • 0.• yew FA,. am Ole wer • -
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Traffic Fatalities Beginning To Climb
CHICAGO (AP) — Traffic fa-
talities, which declined 17 per
cent in 1974, are climbing again
as many Americans return to
driving patterns to which they
were accustomed before last
year's gasoline shortages.
The latest National Safety
Council statistics for the first
two months of this year show a
6 per cent rise from the same
two months in 1974. January
marked the first monthly in-
crease from the previous year
since October 1973.
There was a dramatic decline
in the fatality rate in the early
months of 1974 during the gaso-
line crunch as motorists drove
less frequently and slower.
From January to May 1974,
traffic fatalities were down 25
per cent from record 1973 lev-
els, and the National Safety
Council expected some slippage
this year.
"There was a tremendous re-
duction in miles driven last
spring," Ron Kuykendall, a
council spokesman, said Mon-
day. "Now, mileage is back to
normal, a little bit above 1973
levels.
-We also don't have the na-
tional trauma we had last
spring when we had to wait in
long lines for gasoline and serv-
ice stations were closed on
weekends. Then, too, there is
not as much emphasis on re-
ducing driving and on reducing
speed."
Initial projections of the
council predicted the the 1975
traffic fatality toll would be a
little higher than the 46,200 per-
sons who were killed in 1974.
With the most recent statistics,
however, Kuykendall said early
projections may have to be
pushed upward.
If the current increase contin-
ues At 6 per cent, about 49,000
persons would be killed in high-
way accidents this year. In
comparison, highway deaths in
1973 totalled 55,800 fatalites.
Kuykendall said he expects
the fatality rate to increase at
a faster rate in the coming
months. But he said if the use
of safety harnesses remains at
its current level, the monthly
fatality rate around mid-sum-
mer should be about the same
as last year.
That was about the time
when motorists began reverting
to their old driving habits — us-
ing the car more often and pay-
ing less heed to the 55 mile-per-
hour speed limit, he said.
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FLAKEY COMBO OR BUTTERNMA HON
BROWN N SEIM
Rolls 314(G1 $129
Kroger Tender, Lean
Thrifty Beef
SIRLOIN TIP
ROAST
$1139
Lb.
Rib Half
PORK
LOIN
Sliced
Chops
$hops 
109
Lb. 
Family Pat
PORK
STEAK
3 To S 1.11.
Pkg. 
19
KROGER WHITE
Buttercrust Bread . 21.01AI% $1 
DAIRY DELIGHTS
Kraft Anotrleao
CHEESE FOOD
SLICES 
KROGER
12 Oz.89c
Skim Milk   IV 69c
FREEZER PLEUER ICE CREAM
Sandwichespu 12C1 $1 19
 141 63c
MIRACLE WHIP
Stick Oleo
FROZEN FAVORITES
D
Assorted Varlethos
G & W
Oz.99PIZZA. "kg
16 . 
ASSORTED VARIETIES
El Choico Dinners 1202 PKG 55c
KROGER CRINKLE CUT
16 02French Fries  .... si
KROGE
Taters 3 16 02PUS $1
HEALTH C BEAUTY
CAPSULES 10 CI.
$10 9COLD
Pkg.
OP SPEER AFT1.1 011
Apricot Shampoo  "a 77c
• 41111FREE 
•
'II CT
Ban Deodorant ..... 89c
Lb.
Family Pali!NW, IN 0,
3 Mr, Mixed Parts CH
FRYING
2 MINN
CHICKEN
.45
FRYER
QUARTERS
Lb.
T•
Family Pak
CUBE
STEAK
$1 69
Lb. 1111
Whole
SMOKED
PICNICS
'169c I -ET YOUR
niuniivuze
Kroger Tender, Lean
Thrifty Beef
T-BONE
STEAK
$129
BONUS BUNDLE
I 11. toe. oil Pot Mon, ,
4 ni 341. Ira WO
11*1 freer eosin prarwri '
4 lb.
7 lei Otter Weal Me.
33 Lbs. $
Of *tat
AU. FOR
4 IN Stoat
4 tit Orb SlIal
2 4., C.N. Sfea.
• t cs 'grew er•
95
Ceol erre ma.. h.
Please all. 1 to 5 On
Whets Or
Cry-0-1 .
Glendale Round
Serni-Ioneless
SMOKED
HAM
sill.
AND COMPARE OURN PR10E$!
The Mint kilter works tilts a little adding madman,
lad Ms easily III your purse 11 totals Of fief Nod
boll as you shoe Se you do* 't Note to lake ear were
that Kroger will minimize your lood costs. Ow Wm
Vizor can prom it to you
Ins MWMIna
1° IC191. 1 117 1::00u.iiaS
REDEEM ALL 4
•
MT Int Muer hemsMI Savoy
AM grew, -1
COUPONSWITH
DO AD la .
PURCHASE
YOUR FOOD COST AT KROGER!
_t 
fiMil 
olop _
-4
Lipton
INSTANT Was Now t1 $1.79 3 r 4 9
TEA Jar IIII
Plans Was
GOLD MEDAL OR $115 $ 1103
PILLSBURY FLOUR Now  •
Was Now Was
S
- Now
GRIM M
Instant Coffee ifiaz. ;313
r
$299
HARVEST DAY PLAIN OR SLIP RISING
s LiFlour   eA6
New Low
Price
65 c
O LIPTON
Tea Bags "°p.`Tc $157 $149
RICHTE1FRESMING
ngShortening cm
New Low
Price
1(1
"'
49
I
PETER PAN
JAINPeanut Butter " 1' 73c 71c
KROGO
Shortening 315R $189$149
MIRACLE WHIP
Salad Dressing 321 ;129 $119
CRISCO
12 7fOil 69c67c.•
Soft
7 a sNORTHERN W
pi lc 411441
"W66CTISSUE 
Out F., /Meg
KROGER Was Now 139
OIL $2.23 MI
KRAFT
14 02.Mayonnaise  —All 89c 87c
GREAT 101 SANDIVICHES-;
Hormel Spam 12 COL,$1 11 3 89cDEL KOMI
Catsup  nglf 87c iuc
 KROGER 1I6141
Chunk Tuna 1̀2°Ais 57c 53cRAGLI
Spaghetti Sauce ,.32% $123
4
$109
IMO (nen
Riceland Rice   75'‘
riltIbit• Or Assorted 0, wk.'. Isomet
_ _
Peter Pail Shasta
—
Assorted Fl Sliced 
1
ISWANSOFT PRIDE OF ILLINOIS PEANUT DIET WAGNER'S AVONDALE' TOWELS OLDEN CORN BUTTER PRINKS DRINKS PEACHES2 s
Rolls
Ivi wa mtiell 17 Oa3Cans 1 miis 95r2O1 2 rc... 29cs.4 131t, 69c -.49c
S
811 Soz•
California
NAVEL
ORANGES
Western All Purpose
RUSSET
POTATOES
299ft
Bag
Tender. Now Crop
Florida Sweet
YELLOW
— cow
5"-79C
•
Mini-Miter Coupon
Household
COMET
CLEANSER
14 Os
Can
Oth ths usu. $od 116 ii,44••• 4,4444.44 r•
bpi.* ton WOW. to IN NO of am.. sod mu
SoIrtort le aerobe.. las. tel ewe Lood
Twos., Ape IS
1111111111111111
s it
O, Mito N.Itz•r Mim-Mizer Coupon6;.... "" oak Style
DEL MONTE
TUNA
•••
1.1
WW1
WE
•
1/2
Oz.
Cali
CII11. coop,. aol Sten pontos* "clear* dee. P•
Wince lo te b./ Ii the 02.1 of nolo. oink.
dose Sob.. le lase. wee Geed termort
Toe.. Aorkl IS
1111111111111111
Mini-Miter Coupon
Kroger
SANDWICH
BREAD
$
24 011
Wale ON caNN OW 110 N P.O*.m@ tochodne ono in
Mewled In loo me m afbart. le Mt mil of moollel WO.
&so S... to nnOnalW• Ines owo Goml 16.46
Twaday 6Pll 11
1111111111111111
Mini-Miter Coupon
Juice Oranges .. 5 RAG 69c
MMICALIFORNIA
Broccoli
SWIM 235 SIR
CAL !FORMA
Artichokes 3,.. $1
FLORIDA
lg. Cokjins NI"
All Vegetable
CHEFWAY .Now
SHORTENING
Lemons 12,. .69c = 119
Grapes
- suit", 49c 
Imo
TENDER CRISP
Pascal Celery
LI
-
WNW
▪ W• ebs awn ts
W1W
23c HIMIHIMIN•
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Gov, Carroll Says Cabinet
To Be Televised Periodically
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll says meet-
ings with his cabinet will be
televised "periodically" to
make state government "as ac-
cessible to the citizen as pos-
sible."
The cabinet made its broad-
casting debut Monday when its
meeting was televised by the
Kentucky Educational Tele-
vision network.
Carroll did not attend the
meeting because he said he felt
his presence "might impose
needless political overtones
upon a meeting, the televising
of which is vitally important to
the public's right to be in-
formed and ,to openness in gov-
ernment," an announcer said.
Issues discussed included:
—The state Transportation
"lepartment expects to get
most of $70 million in added
federal road money recently
:Applied for. Carroll has allotted
S15 million in surplus state
money to match the federal
Bicycle Month
WHEREAS the interest in
bicycling has grown
significantly in Murray in
recent years; and
WHEREAS renewed
awareness in physical fitness
has caused citizens, young and
old, to pursue this type of ac-
tivity; and
WHEREAS our national and
local emphasis on energy
conservation has increased the
use of the bicycle as a mode of
transportation; and
WHEREAS such increased
bicycle activity requires the
city to assess the benefits it
provides bicyclists; and
WHEREAS citizen awareness
for bicycle safety has and must
continue to increase; now
therefore
BE IT RESOLVED that the
month of April be proclaimed
Bicycle SiNeareness Month,
which is to include safety
programs for bicycleists, the
study of bicycle ordinances and
of the feasibility of bikeways in
the community, and other
aspects of this increasingly
impornuit activity in the lives of
our citizens; and therefore
BE IT FURTHER
RESOLVED that a Citizens
Bicycle Advisory Committee be
appointed this second day of
April, 1975, charged with the
following duties.
1. To advise the City
Planning and Traffic Com-
mtttee regarding bicycle
related matters including
bicycle safety, bicycle parting,
and bicycle laws.
2_ To assist the city with
implementing a plan for
blkeways.
John Ed Scott
Mayor, City of Murray
with the-
LOWREY CITATION
STEREO
THEATRE CONSOLE
MOGEL GAZIGH
FEATURING NEW
BRASS SYMPHONIZER
:Ads a complete brass sac-
I
n. at the touch of a button
.axophone. trumpet, trom-
ne. french horn and more.
ld gives the exciting
...unds of a mighty theatre
.-Organ in your own home
:-Exclusive Features
::-Inclucle_
• -. BUItT-IN Play-Along Stereo
: Cassette Recorder
-• PATENTED- LOWREY AOC
. (Automatic Organ Computer)
;• PLUS.. Automatic Rhythms
'e Reverberating Rhythm ..
.ALSO . . . Chimes Gorden
'Harp . Wow -woritee .
Patented Lowrey Glide .
Multi-Channel Chorus. .leshe
Amakers and much TOM.
Come on Hear the Bog Band
Sounds on Stereo
from Lowrey
Reed
Music
Benton
 isoperI awolian-ios
awv.11111iiiii. Tem it aorwei,
funds, part of $2 billion re-
leased recently by President
Ford.
—The state's economy is con-
tinuing to make a more favor-
able showing than the national
average, said Dr. Charles Hay-
wood, chairman of the Ken-
tucky Council of Economic Ad-
visors.
- Nonviolent crimes in-
creased 23 per cent in the state
last year. The increase was at-
tributed in part to rising unem-
ployment.
- -Kentucky issued 359 strip-
mining permits in the first
three months of this year, com-
pared to 243 for the same peri-
od in 1974. Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection
Secretary John S. Hoffman said
the increase should mean high-
er coal production and sev-
erance tax receipts.
--Hoffman said $40,000 is
being allotted from the gover-
nor's contingency fund to buy
six winch trucks for use in col-
lecting junk cars. More than
10,000 such vehicles have been
collected. Officials in some 30
counties have asked for state
help in removing the scrapped
automobiles.
—Carroll soon will direct de-
partment heads to adhere
strictly to the state's open
meetings law, said chief coun-
sel Jackson White.
Terry McBrayer, the gover-
nor's chief executive officer,
was asked later if the Carroll
administration had considered
opening all cabinet meetings,
which normally are closed
"No consideration has been
given that at the present time,"
he said. "I think it's important
that your secretaries be able to
get together and discuss freely
the programs,of state govern-
ment without being quoted in
the press."
Nutrition Programs For Elderly Get Boost
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Nutrition programs for the
elderly in Kentucky will get a
boost with the arrival of the first
shipment of food commodities
early in April, from the U. S.
Department of Agriculture.
The announcement came
Thursday during a briefing in
which the goals and functions of
the new program were outlined
to the directors of the state's
nine nutrition programs.
Kentucky is one of the first to
take advantage of the com-
modities program due to the
cooperation of the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture,
which handles the commodities,
and the Department for Human
Resources ( DHR ), which ad-
ministers the nutrition
programs through the Aging
Unit of its Bureau for Social
Services.
Federal changes were made
in October, 1974, allowing the
USDA to furnish commodities
for meals being served to the
elderly under Title VII
Cucumbers Can Provide Cash Income
Cucumbers grown for
processing into pickles can
provide a good source of income
I-to Kentucky farm families,
according to an Extension
horticulturist at the University
of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
"Cucumbers offer a good
dollar return per hour invested
for the person willing to do a
good job of managing the crop,"
says C. R. Roberts of UK.
Cucumbers for pickling have
been grown in Kentucky for
many years, with about 1,100
acres planted in the state in
1974. Mans, growers earned
between $1,000 and $2,000 per
acre on the crop last year, and
tap growers averaged over
$3,900 per acre. The crop
provides income during the
early part of the summer before
most other crops are ready for
sale.
Roberts says cucumbers can
be planted with a cash in-
vestment of about $100 per acre.
Labor for harvesting is one of
the main considerations in
growing the crop, according to
the UK specialist. About 250
hours of labor per acre are
required for growing and
harvesting the crop. Most of this
hbar needed between June 30
and August 15 for harvesting.
By following a few simple
rules, growers can produce top
uields of 600 to 700 bushels per
acre, says Roberts. Cucumbers
should not be planted in fields
where corn was grown the
previous year and herbicides
such as atrasine or siznazine
were used. Fields selected for
growing cucumbers should be
well-drained, and in most in-
stances. they should be fer-
tilized with about 900 pounds of
5-29-20 fertilizer.
For highest yields and
greatest profits to the grower,
cucumbers should be picked
when they are about one and
programs of the Older
Americans Act. •
According to officials in the
Aging Unit, the commodities
'booid free funds in the budgets
of the nine local nutrition
projects which will enable them
to maintain their current level
of service or could lead to ad-
ditional services to this segment
of Kentucky's population.
The first shipment from the
USDA will contain $100,000
worth, ( wholesale value) of
canned beef and cheese. This
will be allocated to the local
projects on the basis of meals
served.
A total of 228,966 meals were
served in the program during
the last reporting quarter. That
equals more than 3,500 per day.
The USDA provides a list of
available foods prior to ship-
ment and allows the state to
decide which foods they wish to
receive. After the first shipment
arrives in April, the next
one-quarter to one and one-half
inches in diameter. Cucumbers
grow very, fast_ and can get too 
large for processing in two or_
three days time. Thus,
timeliness of harvest is very
important.
Farmers interested in
growing cucumbers should
contact their local county
Extension agent for agricutlure
for more details about
producing the crop and for
information about the nearest
marketing station. Contract
arrangements can also be made
with the Paramount Food
Company of Louisville. The
company will agree to buy the
cucumbers at a guaranteed
price based on the size or grade.
City Council — Ward 'B'
Democratic Primary May 27, TVS
East Side of The Square
We Reserve The Right To
limit Quantities
Sale Starts. Wndnesday
Ends Sntur.day
Juliette
AM Portable
Radio
Model APR-1409
Battery and electric cream colored
leathereye charcoal panel and
handle, 3'dynamic speaker
Pepsodent
Tooth
Brush
Choice of
Soft-Medium
or
Hard Bristles
Sale
Johnson's
Johnson's
Try this fine non
aerosol hair
slar-0Y-14V Stvfe-- -
commodities to Kentucky are
not expected before July.
Nutrition programs serve
primarily low-income older
persons (60 and over) and their
spouses who are found to be in
greatest need of food services.
No one may be turned away
from a hot meal because of
inability to pay. However, all
participants are given an op-
portunity to pay all or part of
the cost of a meal.
The meal itself must contain
one-third of the recommended
dietary allowance set by the
National Academy of Science's
Food and Nutrition Board.
In Kentucky the meals are
provided in group settings
primarily, with sites including
churches, community centers,
senior citizen centers and other
public arid private facilities. :n
some cases, meals are
delivered to those who are
unable to come to the group site.
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Stop, Shop
and
Choice of Liquid
Pressed powder
or tube
Band-Aid
Brand
Plastic
Strips
No 5675
Value Pock 90 Bandages
Hold &
Hold & Hold
Invisible Hair Net
8 oz with 4 oz. free
12 oz. Bottle
:PAW-
mew.
mitre
.orr
Vs'
Mete Right Guard
Deodorant
the family deodorant siTubins
For Relief of colds, $ 79
May fever, sinus
congestion Sole Reg. $319
c.8
9t)
2 15
& 4 
ClAilt AIN
 
CilMRS
BA. 
$011.511
SALE *399.
t.E0v-:s
CONVENIENT
CREDIT
TERMS!
Tylenol
Safe. Fast pain relief for the
millions who should not take
aspirin.
Bottle of 100
$
Vaseline
Intensive Care
'helps keep your septic
tank or cesspool in
top 'working order
.A
Bath
Beads
16 oz Box
IDRISTAN I Tablets
Tooth Paste
Choice of Regular or Mint
Twin Pack 2-5 oz. tubes
s.leSal 09
Vaseline
Intensive Care
Wipe 'N Dipe
Flushable wipes, pre-moistened
with baby 701, ' g
Box of 100
Realemon Reconstituted
Lemon
Juice
Quick, citibl quencher! Lemonade
Iced tea and mixed drinks
-
Big
•
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BEL-AIR SHOPPRIG CENTER
Hyde Park
Grade A large
Eggs
49
Limit 2 Doz.
Bush Chopped Turnip - 16-oz. Cans
Doz
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities
Family Pack
Greens 5/$1 00
Big Quart
Cokes
3 32-oz. 8Bottles PluDeposit
Big Chief - 18-oz. Jar
Peanut Butter 79c
Hyde Park
Great Northern
Beans
2 Lb.
Bag
Stokely Apple - 16-oz. Cans
Sauce 3/900
food Giant
Sandwich
Bread
' 0 24 oz. 
loaves
Folgers
Coffee
§PcCan
Limit 1 with coupon to $7.50 add. pur. Excluding
tob. & dairy products.
Pork Steak
Armour Testender
Swiss Steak
River Side
Bologna
-
This
Week
Win $30000
Last Week's Winner:
Graves Ferguson, New Concord
89? 
99 lb. 
49cLb.
Lean Tender
Pork Cutlets
Prices Good Thru April 15th
Sliced
65  lb
Country Style Pork
[Inge's
Whole Smoked Picnic
Hams
1 
19 Sausage
Boneless Center%liced
Ham
Showboat
Pork lit Beans
Teri
Towels
27-oz. Can
Contadina
Tomato Sauce 3 16-oz. Cans
Kelly
Chili 
Pride of Al.
Peas
16-oz. Can
3 16-oz.Conv .
$14?
39c 
49c
$100
39c
$100
Colby
long Horn
Cheese
51 19
Cut Up
Family Park
Center Sliced Picnic
Ham
Soft & Pretty
Tissue
N„
4 Roll Pkg.
12-oz.
Can
Frosty Acres
Orange
Juice
37
59c
Red
Potatoes
10 lb. 6 9c
Bag.
59!
89c
Armour Testender
Chuck Roast
Blade
Cut
Gold Crest 4-10 lbs.
Self Basting Hen
Turkey 59!
3 lb.s
r
More
Pure Lean
Gr. Beef
CU)
.0
4
•
•
COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Folgers
Coffee
1
with $7.50 add. pur.
Expires 4-15-75
Good Only At Storeys
COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Robin Hood
'Flour
-
IQ or. Beg
Expires 4-15-75
Good Only At Store
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Banquet
Man on
Pleasers 07
4
Expires 4-15-75
Good tlitl At Storeys
COUPON
limit One Per Family
_ NS I ,-0686
Golden Griddle
Syrup $109
-2445t.
Expires 4-15-75
Good Only Al Storeys
-COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
NS I ,-0588
Mazola
No 09
Stick 0
94it.
Expires 4-15-75
Good Only At Storeys
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
#6010
Betty Crocker
Cake
Mix 2/119
18-of
Expires 4-15-75
Good Only At Storeys
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Fami4
Seven Seas
Thousand
Island2/99c
Expires 4-15-75
Good Only At Storeys
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Heart land
Natural
Cereal 13
Expires 4-15-75
Good Onla, At StareNs
COUPON
Limit I per famil
525
lucky
Charms 89
Or
--Trip - .
Expires 4-15-75
Good Only At Store),
COUPON
Limit 1 per family
.6011
Betty Crocker
Frostings
----- ----+;Yt 1.....— • '79
4,—",4410r.1/1YT ---
Expires 4-15-75
Good Only At Storeys
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We Reserve
Right To Limit
Quantities
Shoulder Cut U.S. Choice
Ground Chuck
Frozen
Field's
Braunschwei er
Purex
Bleach
Gallon
Liquid Palmolive
Detergent
Big 32 oz. Bottle
Fob
Detergent
$ 79
Field's
Sausage
Family-Pak
Cut-Up
One-Quarter
Pork Loin
Del monte
Bushes
Mix or Match
King Size
Freezer Special
c Pork Loin89
Whole or Half lb
Cut & Wrapped Free!!
Sliced into
Chops
Vanilla Wafers
IGA Crackers
OUR DEAL TO YOU
Not often we agree that competition has a good idea, but this time we do. One of
our competitors advertised a Mizery Minder or some such for 59t. This is to add
your shopping list and coupons.
We like this idea enough that if you buy one and add your full shopping list in
that store then - come to either of our stores and add your list we will give you the
price or the adder (mizery minder) so you have it free. We will do this for the fir-
st 200 who comply.
Funny this same competition a little bit ago was saying discount prices, stam-
ps free. Now they say no stamps, lower prices. Ideas and advertising change but
facts remain.
Will they drop coupons next? ( So everyone can buy their specials).
00
Pride of Ill. Cream Style
Red Del.
Apples
3 lb. Boa
303
Cans
303 cans
Charmin
Tissue
46 oz.
Can
Kracklin
Maxwell
House
15 oz. cons
Ripe
Red
Tomatoes
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